What Men have Died for.
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animal will consume aliont throe per cent,
Kor a
of its live-weight, in fodder daily.
»w ol so ) pounds,
twenty-tour pounds of
bay should be provided, lint it. lias been
abundantly proved that when this hay is
A

cut, wetted, and mixed with the allowance
4/1 meal it.vv.i to four quarts) eighteen
pounds daily h ample to keep an ordinary
eow in good condition. The dltVerenee then
is the amount, saved, which is equal to one
fourth. This represent* the gain in digestibility of the food by the method of preparing it. In practice the gain is greater,
because no waste can occur in using cut
feed, while in using long hay much is
alwav^ wasted.
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A Story of Cross-Examination.
An excellent illustration of the truth
that
l awyer may tin-1 in* kind of knowledge amiss at souk- time in his practice, is
afforded >y the following anecdote relat'd by the daughter of John Adolphus, the
* minent
Lnglish Advocate
A very extraordinary criminal ease was
entirely decided by the knowledge my f t
ther had picked up of nautical atVair* in
! his
early voyage to and from the West
Indies.
Two Lascars were on trial tor the murder of the captain, and the evidence <>t
the mate appeared conclusive.
in the
course of hi- testimony, however, he said
;
that at the time of the nur d r there was
I great ronfu-ion. as the --hip was in much
peril, s<> that it required all the attention
• of the sailors to
prevent her striking <»n a
roek.
M\ father, win* w i- for the defense,
| asked so many que-ii-ui' as to the numi»er of the crew, where -ad. man was.
and what engage.I in d big, hat at length
the judge whispered:
•! suppose, Mi
Adolphus, tin*-* •pif"tion> are to the purI own I do not
it," thinking
pose.
no doubt, that the time of the court was
being wasted.
Viter a few more -|U» >:ions a- to the
particular duty each man was performing,
the witness had accounted for cverv man
Ion hoard, the captain being below, and
the two men murdering him.
My lathe
lived I;is e\v steadiiv upon the witness,
an 1 said in a calm, yet in a s.arehing and
loud voice
!j
••Then win* u a- at the helm
The mate was thmnlerstruek.
lie
1
grew deathly pal-- a*nl then dropped in a
t-*
->>
iit.
»ut»
he
himself,
-'Mining
I’p
himself the iminli*r**r.
In his false -• v
| cd
! ideiiee lie had given to each man his po>i
tion, and h id forgotten the most material
till ii
plaee. or rather, let-; non*'
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I tell
didn't work for ‘hat vest pattern!
you there were some tall stories told in
praise of goods just about that time, but
the tallest talker and tin* one that had the
most check ot anv of us was a certain
donah Squire* who roomed wch me IIoould taki a dollar out of a man's pocke
when he only intend'*il to -p-an!
\-pcnee
and the women. L-»r 1 bles- von. 11 »•■ v
i-’
han-leil iivi r their poeket-bo. k- t
iiim,
and let him lay out sviiat he liked tor them.
One night donah w. ,e me up with. T>v
Jo, old fellovx. it Vo-,, think that er.-’s got
cotton in ii. I’ll
ring -I--wn tin sheep that
it was an from, and make him ow
ins
own wool
’Twont
!
ear out, eithei
wore a pair of pants of that
s>r tiv
| now
whet.
years, and they are
I first put them on. 1 :.
<r a*
thirty *-mH
ow-and Mil say you don'1
m
anything
Well, e.all i' : wentv-mght
Kh, too dear
cents.
What d'ye -ay
shaM 1 tear it
AM right, it'- a bargain."
1 eoiild fee!
donah’s hand playing about the bedelothes for an instant, then rip. tear, wen1
something or other, and 1 hid my head
under the blankets, perfectly convulsed
with laughter, and sure that donah had
tore the best sheet from top to bottom
When I awoke the next morning I found
that the back ot my night-shirt was split
from tail to coll ir hand.
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When l used to tend store at Syracuse,
the ol<l man came around one day and
“Hoys, the one that sells the
says in*:
most between now and Christmas gets a
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as

i .''.•'•rcnme t»y tm >c nn* 1 other
1 fell tit ehnv upon my rheek.
persuatii exp. Ii’: 'ii- win "i had 11!Aid a!! my pubes thrill:
sions, and delighted with the idea of havill -ec« me, passes careless by
( i during the spring «-f tin- present year.
ing a travelling companion. 1 plodded |
I' -'till, ay heart, be -till!
’I rwas one unde*
the
omrnaml <d j
and in the meantime to lead him into all
my way over the route I had come, in- j on the other side of the way, cried :
•
'.riu
Lieutenants Payer and \Y
See, there is the Afghan we have look- sorts of excesses and expenditures
tending at a certain point o change it so
!!■• takes another hand than miue
ri*«-.-V.t. whi-h 11;i.i sought the almos: nn- I
as
to
strike
the
for
river at the foot ol the ed
so long!”
If trembles lor his sake.
bchafras went to St. Petersburg, and
j
vi-ib-d seas lying between Spitzbcrgen
1 -ee hi> joy. 1 feel mv doom;—
lake. Stopping after a few miles of
I'on’t let us lose sight of him again,” soon fell into the trap that had been set |
IP ak.’u my heart-strings break.
and
\ov:t
/. •mb! a.
in a Norwegian
travel. I had no difficulty in procuring j said the* others, and all three went to- lor him. Soon all his
ready money was
-loop tliev j .ant rated into these seas:
tire, and passed a comionahle night, j ward the stranger, who seemed astonish- gone, and, as he had credit everywhere—
j
and mw wi ii
e m ws oi their complete
When I resumed my journey the next day
it being known that he had business with ;
Lost in the Wilderness.
-in attaining a very high northerly i
the sun was just rising.
Whenever I was
"God is God ! fear not,” began the eld- the court—it was not long before he was ]
:
h
\v<
rnlieve, over it
“1 am Schafras, of I “over head and ears” in debt.
This was j
In the last number of Scribner's Monthly disposed, as was offen the case, to ques- ost ot the brothers.
i.line.t in that direction.
In latitude sevtin* wisdom ot the change of routes, Bassora, to whom you ouco came to sell what the minister wanted,
Mr Hearts, the lost member of the, Yel- tion
Ry the Rus- j
« ii! \
eight degree; north they found open 1
old
friend
to be near with a large diamond, called the 'Moon of the
sian
law
my
appeared
be
losvstone expedition, gives an interesting
any foreigner may
prevented
words of
but his reticence Mountains,' and other precious stones. from leaving the
iv:i'»•!', xtending in longitude from forty- ; narrative »>! his
country so long as he is !
hardships and escapes. on other encouragement,
tuui"\v \ degrees (east ) a* d abounding
These are my brothers, who, like myself, in debt.
both
and
ansubjects
The
was
that the !
surprised
the
from
He became separated
supposition
party
that under
nd they
are pleased that we have found
you, as Armenian would at last be compelled to I
In the morning his : noyed me.
towards nightfall.
a would atVord
I'.n orable condition- tinI lost all sense jot' time.
Days and j we hope now to be able to make a bar- dispose ot his diamond for whatever price
hoi-'f ran a wav. carrying his gun, blankets j
a!' npeii way to ttit: pole.
he could get for it.
! and other equipments, which were tied to i nights came and went, and were number- j gain.”
ii i-1<> be remarked in pas-ing tint on**
ed only by the growjng eonsciousm ss that 1
"Oh 1 woe is me, good sirs. I am no
“Tell him that Her Ma jesty has decided
the saddle, 'l'he lirst lay or two he was j
our -ia* ntilie contemporaries ha- been
1
was
T
felt no longer the possessor of these treasures,” not to accede to his exorbitant demands;
gradually
lie found some j
! not much concerned
MUewiiat hasty, as wo judge. in ’egard
did
ea;
not
to appease appetite. ! replied the Afghan.
and then, if he must sell, pretend that you
.•dihle roots and apprehended no danger hunger,
but to .-.•new strength. I experienced but
mg mi- result -1'ulJ »l interest as it un- 1
"What have you done with them ?”
will buy it on your own account, anti otVer
except from hostile Indians. The danger little
The
sores
on
doubtedly is—as “the discover}' (-1 the of
"-'-Hah
be
1
I
have just sold aim one sjuarter ot what the stone was
pain.
my feet, j
gaping
praised
tin* second night ho thus relates:
the
open A rr tie sea which has been so long
severe burn on my hip, the festering
tie
tv.
to
the
Jew
of
this
Mardoclia,
1 stretched myself under a tree, upon
city.” worth.” Such were the instructions of |
:<hed for.”
The question whether
vires at the joints of my fingers, all ;
"For what price?”
the minister to the court jeweler.
the loliage which had partially a space ! en
tieis oi open e.i extending to the pole j
"For f..i,ooo piasters and two handsome
This message and the oiler of the jewel- j
between eontinguous trunks, and fell terrible m appearance, had ceased to give |
ilu
a’lli itself is as lar from -omtioii
er
llow long I slept I know not: me tie least concern. The roots which ; horses.”
opened Schafras1 eyes. “(1 >d is good
asleep,
ev
It
ha>
sine.been
was.
long
"Von wre a fool and Mardoclia a and Mahomet is his Prophet !" he mur- j
>pb d my food had suspended the dii Was roused by a loud,
1 but
suddenly
lx
lies
the
iwn tint
water
yond
open
1 would mured.
“These Christian dogs want to
power of my stomach, and their thief!” cried Schafras angrily.
shrill scream, like that ot a human being g«*sti\
bound -.-is which surround the north- !
in distress, poured, seemingly, into the libers were picked in it in a matted com- have given you twice that' sum tor the cheat me out of that for which I have perii shop. s of Siberia.
It is to this op a !
stones.”
iled my soul. The fools have got me in- j
of my car. There was no pact mass.
'•
tie;-, n o
Not so with my hours of slumber.
actually seen, but as actually j very portals
"God is great! They were offered to to debt, and think now I shall lie com- 1
I had been
that fearful voice.
d
oven-d as though it hail been s. n, by mistaking
deceived by and answered it •: dozen They wen- vi>ited by tin* most luxurious you for halt the sum; why were you such pelled to take any price they choose to j
\\ range! and his follow-voyager--, that j
I would apparently visit the a fool as not to take them
offer me ; but they shall see that a follow- j
times while threading the lores!, with the dreams.
:.;• name
was
first
as-ughed.
most gorgeously decorated restaurants ol'‘ j
Polynia
"Because I thought you a thief, and er ot the Prophet is a match lor this
It
belief that it was a friendly signal.
It .e.-also been shone that then is open |
New
York
and
sit
to
down
Washington;
a
j my conscience would not allow me to whole nation of rascals.”
waseroaeh of a mountain lion, so I
to the
wale
north of portions of the 1
immense tables, spread with the most ap- buy stolen goods. But what can’t be curSchafras now very adroitly encouraged |
1
near as to cause every nerve
Aie aii-aii continent; while within Pie alarmingly
the
richest!
of
ed must be endured.
viands;
Where docs Mur- the belie! that he would soon be compelpartake
To yell in return, ; petizing
to thrill with terror
no testimony oi tne oiu w >man, who
■mg' '"-fween Xorth < ln*cnland and tin s»*i/.e»\v ith coin ulsive
-dews
and
dochs
the
Jew
live?”
led to part with the diamond for the price j
plumpest pies, engage
grasp the limbs of i oyster
pi
longalion ol the western shore of Ken- tlie
"I will show you. good sirs, that there I offered him, while he secretly disposed of was present part of the time, partially
tree, and swing myself into j myself in tin* labor and preparation <>fj
friendly
corroborated the statement of the girl.
nedy*-(’hannel, open water ‘‘rolling with
!
a portion of his smaller jewels,
it. wu- lie work of a moment. Seram- : curious dishes, and with them till range inav lie no ill-feeling between us
paid his j
ell > a boundless o -an" has been
The Alghnn led the way to the house debts, and left the country on board of an Two officers were then put upon the stand,
hnrrit dly Inmi limb to limb, I was upon range of elegantly furnished tables
bling
who said that LatVerty and Finnegan adto extend
"as far a< the
until they fairly groaned beneath the ae
eye eotild soon as iioav the
of the Jew, which was oil the bank ! English vessel.
top a.- .*»atty would permitted having intercourse with the girl,
reai i■" tow trds »he north.
It is also well j
cumulated
dainties
own
of
river
the
1
|
The
rotliers
then
When
came
to
look
for
the
Mosby
!
prepared
my
Tigris.
Tlie savag«* beast was snuOing and i
mit.
they
k11 -w ii that close by the very region where
hands
the entire night would ! thanked him kindly, and the eldest went lem he was nowhere to be found, which but that they did so with her consent.
on
Frequently
the
!
very
This was substantially the evidence pror
Ida
and Weyprccht found ojien water, growling below, apparently
j spe: I had just abandoned. I answered seem to have been spent in getting up a ! to see if lie could make a bargain with i was very embarrassing for the minister,
duced before Judge Churchill, who look
11
countryman, Henry Hnds •>;. -ailing; everv
1 would realize the Mardoclia.
dinner.
as Catharine was
incensed
at
the
sumptuous
scream.
with
a
greatly
,
;
responsive
growl
•me of the clumsy tubs call' d ships in j
■‘•Son of Israel,” said he, “you have a loss of the stone, and demanded that it | ed upon the ease as one of the greatest
Terrilied at the delay and pawing ot the j fatigue of roasting, boiling, baking, and
he* days uHjmvir Llizal-til. reached a far
outrages that ever came under his notice,
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whose
charfor
possession
royal
years
An old clerical triend,
lor
thin partitions, they employ Mont
The Coroner sent out a wagon for the
1 knew family of Persia, and it was said that afpatch from Scranton reports that the cavcherised had done all that map could do.
I
dead bodies, and held an inquest, but
pieces of oak, as thick as garden palings. acter and counsel have always
in of the mine at Hyde l’ark created
two or three; days 1 could cited ter the assassination of Nadir Schah they, j
that
in
ing
unaccountable
some
in
These they nail firmly on each side of the peculiar regard,
1
no information as to whom the
great excitement. The first shock was
betore me, my deliverance, and 1 derived no little together with other precious stones, were gained
The jail was damaged by the fell about three o’clock of the
were.
mob
partition, and till the space between with manner seemed -landingwould relieve
morning ot
satisfaction from tint fact that, as 1 was stolen by common soldiers, who were igrubble and plaster of pans. 'The lloors charged with advice which
of neariy *.»<><>.
the loth, when the people fled terrorIt was therefore mob to the extent
now in the broad trail, my remains would
norant of their value.
hear
him
to
I
seemed
are
The cavmanaged in the same way, as well as my perplexity.
stricken from their dwellings.
be found, and my friends relieved ol only necessary for Sehafras to state what
Houses are say, as if in a voice and with the manner
the under side of the stairs.
A correspondent of a New York paper ing of the ground which occurred over
he had to excite the interest of the amaOnce
the
doubt,
as to my late.
only
of
authority:
thus rendered as near “lire-proofs as if
relates a touching instance of insect in- the (Ixford mine caused a settling in build“(!n back immediately, as rapidly as |I thought Hashed across my mind that 1 ; tours.
In Nottingbuilt ot stone throughout.
[ found a cockroach ings overhead ol some two feet. The area
be saved, and 1 seemed to hear a
But for a long time there was no one stinct, as follows:
is
no
There
will
might
have
permit.
j
ham, England, where they
gypsum your strength
1 took of ground covered in all about twenty
! whispered command to “struggle on.” who seemed inclined to enter into nego- stru ggl> ng in a bowl of water.
these
the
idea
of
and
food
here,
scaling
in
in the neighborhood, as
Paris, they
1 put him acres.
the side ol the hill, I be- tiations with him for the purchase of iho half a peanut shell lor a boat.
Groping
along
madness.”
is
rocks
in
the
Moors
and
form their
partitions
The damage to property will amount to
into it ami gave him two wooden toothDoctor,” 1 rejoined, "the distance is ! came suddenly sensible of a sharp rellec- large diamond and the wonderful sapamc solid manner; consequently a buildImmense fissures were
lion, as of burnished steel. Looking up phire. As, however, the Moslem was picks for oars, and left him. The next over $1110,000.
I cannot live to travel it.”
too
j
in
burned
down
that
is
great.
popuing
rarely
half-closed eyes, two rough but well supplied with money, ami had, be- morning I visited him, and lie had put a made in the principal avenues and streets.
lous manufacturing town.
“Say not so. Your life depends upon | throughfaces met
sides, a number of small stones that were 'piece of white cotton thread on one of the Many of the houses havo been pulled
my gaze.
the ell'ort. Return at once. Start now, j kindly
danger,
“Are you Mr. Eveifts?”
easily available, he waited patiently, feel- toothpicks, and set the toothpick up on end down, and the whole town is inThe
Travel as j
I.ast week Sewell Quimby of Wesley, less your resolution falter.
“Yes. All that is left of him.”
ing certain that sooner or later a custom- as a signal of distress, lie had a hair on as the ground is still settling. inches,postlost Iroiu ltis premises in an unaccountable fast and as far as possible—it is your only
and
the other toothpick, and there that office has sunk some eighteen
er would
“We have come for you.11
present himselt.
manner, a pair of large and valuable chance.”
sat a fishing.
The cockroach, is still settling. The mines are deserted.
cockroach
after
the
The
sent
first
serious
“Who
price
in
incpiiry
you?”
“Doctor, I am rejoiced to meet you
It was afterwards discovered that
j
steers.
At Scranton the various streets are
of the “Moon ot the Mountains” earno exhausted, had fallen asleep. The sight
but doubt the wis“Judge Lawreuce and other friends.”
I never had to chaw crowded with people discussing the situthey had been stolen by William Davis of this hour of distress,
me to tears.
melted
In
St.
from
II.
of
Russia.
bless
and
“God
Catharine
him,
them,
1
am
within
you!
pud
1 was born with ation.
Meddybemps, who had driven them into dom ol your ofcounsel.
The vein which caused this is
leather to get a soul.
are always well
Virginia. Just over I am saved!” and with these words, Petersburg, where theyto what
a piece of woods at Charlotte, and there
seventy miles
I took that cockroach out, gave him known as the Diamond vein, and has not
one.
1
fell
forward
of
further
informed
with
lellbrL
transpired
I
shall
miles
regard
few
powerless
away,
killed them. He then concealed the beef these rocks, a
the Delaware, Lackainto the arms of my. preservers, in a state at the Persian court, they were most com- a spoonful ot gruel and left. That ani- been worked by
in the river, and having carried the hide.? find friends. My shoes are nearly worn
On petent to judge ot the real value of the mal never forgot that act of kindness, wanna and Western Company. On that
1
was saved.
unconsciousness.
of
and
in
are
tatters,
my
out, my clothes
to Kastport, sold them to Mr. Stevens.
and now my house is chuck full of cock- ground they claim that no damages will
the very brink of the river which divides stone.
Davis was arrested, and confessed ltis strength is almost overcome. As as last
The robber and murderer demanded roaches
| be paid
the
from
known
the
unknown,
to
strong
I
can
but
to
me
attempt
trial, it seems
"nilt
’•

iM

Boston.

On Sunday afternoon last a girl of small
statue, not bad looking and eighteen years
of age, named Susan Emerald, was sitting in a room at No. 1 Ai Charleston
street, in company with an old lady named
Mrs. MeCarman. About three o'clock the
door, which was locked, was pushed in by
a
young man named Michael Latterly.
[The reader will please remember that
what is now being recited is the sworn
testimony of the girl Susan.] Immediately on entering the room he approached
•Susan ami asked her to grant him special
favors. This she refused to do. He then
seized her and threw her upon the bed,
where, notwithstanding her struggles, lie
succeeded in violating her person. In the
meantime came John Finnegan, who accomplished the same thing. But while
this was going on, John McCann, Patrick
Sullivan, JamesIiogan, Timothy Sullivan
and Henry Dearnc, with several others
hail entered the room, and while Finnegan was doing his hellish work some of
the others were holding the girl by her
arms and legs and
stopping her outcries
by holding their hands over her mouth.
tins
But
was not all. Her resistance was so
great that the party had to beat her, her
bruised face and blackened eves even today showing the marks ol tneir violence.
It is seldom that a person it seen in this
court loom with a face more badly beaten
than that shown by this young girl.
Whenever she could she raised the cry of
“murder,” but none of her screams were
heard. She further testified o t her crossexamination that she had ever tried to
lead a virtuous life and that only on one
occasion, about a month before, had she
failed to do so.

-•

?

Dastardly Outrage in

a

declining

Another shocking affair lias occurred in
Boston. The particulars elicitaled in court
were
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Song.
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was suet in a duel
Colonel Ramsey in one about
a servant; Mr. Featherstone in one about
a recruit; Sterne’s father in one about a
goose; and another gentleman in one
about an acre of anchovies; one ollicer
was challenged for merely asking his opponent to enjoy the second goblet; and
another was compelled to tight about a
pinch of snuff; General Barry was challenged by a Capt. Smith tor
wine at dinner on a steamboat, although
the General had pleaded as an excuse that
wine invariably made him sick ; and Lieutenant Cowther lost his life in a duel because he was refused admittance to a club
of pigeon shooters. In 1777 a duel occurred in New York city, between Lieutenant Featherstonehaugh, of the 7»>th, and
Capt. McPherson, of the t:.\l British regiment, in regard to the manner of eating
an ear of corn, one contending that the
best mating was from the cob and tin* other
that the grain should be cut off from tin*
cob before eating. Lieutenant Featherstonehangh lost his right arm, the ball
from his antagonist’s pistol shattering the
limb dreadfully, so much so that it had to
be amputated. Graham. Major Noah's
assistant editor on the National Advocate,
lost his life in ]si>7, at the duelling ground
at Hoboken, with Barton, the son-in-law
of Kdward Livingston, in a simple dispute
about “what was trumps*' in a game of
cards.

NUMBER 21

snatched me from the final plunge. I 500,000 rubles, a life annuity of 10,00o
ami kind ministrations wooed me hack to rubles, and a patent of
nobility,
,i""
Catharine II. ordered one of her ministcrs to invite the pretended diamond merchant to St. Petersburg, that the court
The Great Crown-Jewel of Russia.
jeweler might examine the diamond, and
As three brothers named Sclialras were estimate its value.
one day walking
The minister ordered the court-jeweler
through the principal
street of Bagdad, the eldest of them stop- to hold out to the Armenian the
hope that
ped suddenly, and, pointing to a stranger j the Mm press would accept his proposal,

scale this mountain or perish in the effort,
it God so wills.”
■•Don't think of it.
Your power of endurance will carry you through.
I will
Put your trust in
accompany you.
heaven. licit yourself and God will help
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following story
However strung- Alt. Iktrwi ’s theory
-that man i- iK•<**•• 1111«•« 1 from a monkey
may seem to hi* 1
many, tin* tollowing
particulars in tin- histmy of mm nl'tin
pr-sent member- ot Parliament for New
Zealand an* lvlati d in all
*1 .«*i- • arm\-t
mss in Soiitln rn j
Mr. 1».
o:i i \
*aj »**
lift* was spent in the w ihls «>t So nli Vfri
fa.
When a mere in taut lie wa- me da\
laid peaceful!y at i« -t a. the it«>• >r of hK
woodland home.
11*
vorthy parent,
tiea1
the \d in, shot !l:
ming offspring
a
of
large monke\ a! which Hu* feelings
ot the alVeetionat mail!!;. were of course
mu- ii woutnh 1
She wa-.
•wever. dri\
et
away by tin appt *t hitig htmier. and
in pas-in^ tinihin ! >. notie. -1 ami
stole the future Xevv Zealand legislatoi
The h»s was 11o. diml f rail hour
a
ell',.its
afterward, ami th
find the
rubber proved uin \ ailing.
I’liree tm .nths
after l!:i
htmii g partv came
period
across a family of im»nke\s in tie* wilder
ness, and there, in the arm- of the ear, in
although untuto. .1 wet-muse, was the
long lost child, who eliat! "red ami jibber
ed in the most approved monke\ fashion,
apparently fully eijual to the exigeneirof tin* .situation.
( ould there lie
any
more convincing evi.h m e than tin- of the
,ve. u
heutr race and
approaching aliinity
those hairy denizens .e t1 e w .od■

■

(< »>l
H a I I I*
Sii
tile death of
Fatlu !' r'iv' l', o I Itoston, 11;:iliy atlei'd**! e*»
are told "t
him. among v ich is the to I
lowing !i ii Kit-hmoi g uh<re he was
born.
IF spoke tin* s:iii• *r vi'llrteiilar i*■
his audience. win- fiilh appreciated ami
loved tlii1 good old man.
On one oeca
sion. while making the dust tly Iroin tie
pulpit cushions, h< noticed aii dd salt,
whose weather beaten iaee was a gi od
Jit' -siiiufr ot an old lashioi d door-plate,
seated near the altar, and who gave c\
pression to his eonvii'tion ot'’ sin, by loud,
nrolonged groans, and i! every renewed
blast from the pulpit the groans became
louder, whereat the good father fixed
him with his eye, and id<lre>>cd him in
these words:
“Llllf, I e-other, lull’; lull’
while she bregzes, and yoifll weather hell
yet, with the Ice leeches of your topsail smoking;” which neatly expressed
the nearest touch and go possible, and
gave good solid comfort to .lack.
<

Mayne lie id was once a gallant s.ddier
and distinguished himself in the Mexican
War.
lie was wont to recite poetry,
much to the wrath and disgust oi his
brother officers. One day he roared out
-■At midnight, in hi> guarded n ut.
Tin* Turk la\ dreaming of the li.nii
When <«recce her knees—"
*1 sav, lleid,” interrupted Ned Mar
shall, “why did she grease her knees
’’”
“You said ‘grease her kin-e*
•What
Now, the question tha* agitates the conn
is,
why * 1 i• 1 site grease her knees
try
The gay Lieutenant gazed for a moment,
and said sternly,
*S oifre a fool !” A
duel was the consequence, in which Ned
Marshall, with his usual link, got the
worst ot it.

'*

A young man generally gives a |<». k of bis
hair to his sweetheart tie fore lie marries bci.
After marriage she sometimes helps her-clt net

don't
A

use

man

scissors.
in

two «rj

prizes.

live hundred
church fair, and drew

Memphis bought

tickets, at $3 each, in

a

Remarkable Account of Spiritual
festations.

Mani-

We cut the

following account from the
i’ortlatul Transcript of last week. The
merchant alluded to is George W. Woodi; in. >f that city, a prominent and
wealthy
me;

chant,

a

few

a

member of

The Fisk-Man9fleld Libel Suit.

The testimony of Miss Josie Mansfield
in the Jim Fisk libel suit before the York
ville Police Court was listened to with
great interest by the large crowd in at-

tendance. After some sparring between
the counsel, Miss Mansfield was placed
upon the witness stand, where she appeared cool and collected.
1 iie A. l. Herald tuns desuribes Her
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Consistency

Different Light.

a

is said to be

jewel

a

rarer

than diamonds, and the record shows that
the President of the United States possesses a

preponderance

of the

latter—owing

the fact that the first named may come
in the form of a present, while the other

to

cannot. He is
it would

record

on

declaring that
or the country

as

do neither him

good that

he should occupy the Presidential chair—while the revised opinion now

at the White House
that another term, if not a

obtaining

seems to

be

perpetual

occupancy will be healthy for both.
There is another and more memorable

points a wholesome moral
points the self-directed
condemnation at the present at-

occasion which
in the

past,

finger

of

and

titude of the President.

Our readers will

remember that in ISfifi there

was

trouble

in Baltimore and threatened riot, growing
out of the removal of the State Police
Commissioners

by

the Governor.

Presi-

dent Andrew Johnson was requested to
send a force of United States troops thither
to support the conslituted authorities.
Gen. Grant, then General-in-Chief was
consulted by the President and directed to
make

a

report

the subject, which he
October, 180li. After

on

tlie 2Jth of

on

did
de-

tailing the circumstances of the case he
proceeds to discuss the question as to the
propriety of using the military forces in
the local affairs of a State, and, among
other things, said—
*■

I no conviction i- ioreoil on my nnnd that innow exists for giving or promising the !
military aid of the Government to support tin*
law- of Maryland. The tondiMiev of giving
such aid or promise would he to produce the I
very result intended to he averted. S > far there
reason

seems

I

political

1

to be merely a very hitter contest for
aseeudenev in the State.
Military interference would b intei*i»reted as giving aid to
one ot the factions, no matter bow pure tin* intention-. »r how guarded and just the instruction-.
It is a e mtingenev I hope n- ver to see
arise in thi- country while 1 occupy tin* position
of General-in-Chief of the armv. to have to
send troops into a State in lull relations with
tin* General Government on the eve of an election to preserve the peace.
If insurrection
docs coni", the law provides tin* m tho 1 of calling our forces to suppress it..**

This

says the

Washington Patriot,

was

live years ago; the writer was then Commandvr-in-Chief, and is now President.
He did not
nation
or

that in live years the
would be centralized iik< Russia

France,

dazzled

expect

and dreams ol'

empire

and bewildered

him.

had not
It

was

then believed

j

us

“our

Republic.”

of the Rus>ian
It

Legation

at

Washington.

is

undir-tood that Mr. Cataeaz 3’ has
heuii directed by his government to wait
upon tlie Grand Duke Alex is during his
tour in this country, and to return to

Russia immediately

on

its close.

The

fascinations of Mrs. (’ itaca/.y being thus
removed from tin* capital Mrs. Grant,
Mrs. Fish and the

country generally

will

breath easier.

it would be

an

error

party of which lie is
nament.
And how
be

for him to leave the

appropriate an orthrifty a linn might

so

that of (Jrant A Butler.

What

one

couldn’t get by way of presents the other
The letter by Col. Godfrey which wc * could realize without going through that
last week published,
an undoubted- I torm.

gives

ly

reliable statement of the real condition

of

things

is

a

in South Carolina.

well known

publican,

The writer

legal gentleman,

a re-

who served with distinction in

the army, and has the confidence of all
who know him. Every careful reader of
the Journal of last week will be struck
similarity of the offence for which

with the

locality
rebellion,

a

not

in South Carolina is declared in
to that in Indiana which has

been

declared

calling for

to

be

martini law.

in

a

condition

In both cases

negroes committed murders, and in both
cases white men broke into the jail and
took the lives of the criminals.

It would

Boston, Nov. 27, 1871.
CHROMO

LITHOGRAPHY.

said

St. Paul,

and

we

could not

Correspondence of the .Journal.

Denver, Nov. it, 1871.

help

by
defying

almost

detection.

Among

the

lu-st, however, because of their large -ale
is “Farragut lashed to the Shrouds,”
“The Boyhood ot Abraham Lincoln,”
■•The

Birthplace of Whittier'’ iiis celebrated
Wayside inn,” immortalized by Longfellow, and a copy of
"Barefoot Bov.” "The

Murrillo's Madonna.
is the latest

as

This latter ehromo

well as the most difficult of

well known upon State street, and son-inlaw of the lion. John J. Clark, for forging of the above named paper. The

cheeks and notes

are

of Mr. Clark, and

an

in the

forged
attempt

name

at

was

first

made to hush the matter up, but justice
seemed resolutely bent on having her

dues, and,

before stated, Mr

as

arrested

was

01

Saturday,

to

Hanson
await

a

trial.

coming
1’rang’s undertakings, and the wonV WONDEUI'I'I. INVENTION
beauty, tone and harmony is that of Prof. Faber’s, now on exhibiof the rapt beautiful face shows with what tion at Horticultural Hall.
A talking
fidelity the work has been executed, h machine, with bellows instead of lungs,
will shortly bo ready for the market and active
springs of steel and rubber in< hit
will be sold for the low price of
stead of cords and muscles, a rubber
from the depths of capacious drawers.
throat, tongue, palate and lips, and maMr. Thompson also pulled huge piles of
nipulatcd very much as one plays a parlor
tasteful mottoes and wise scriptural texts,
j organ, causing it to articulate the most
Mr.

drous softness,

with attractive chromos in water colors, distinct sounds, words and sentences.
I
and packages of pretty steroseopic views Hike the
tricky servant in the play it
in all of which they do a large business. seems to have “an
army < >f good words,”
From here to the
and rattles them forth in a shrill, wheezy
AKTISTS’ ROOM

capped and coated artists
are hard at work making the ‘-drawings."
The head artist by means <>t' glass, paper
and his own accurate eye and steady hand
makes the first impression of the original
painting, and this he analyzes, separating
into parts the combination ot colors, and
noting cacti portion of the picture that
where numerous

For every
any of these lines.
color a stone must lie prepared, having
upon its surface the parts to he colored.
contains

This is the work of the subordinate artists,

drawings are made with a pecublack, oily crayon which tiic soft sur-

and the
liar

face of the stone absorbs, so that after the
black color has b»en erased with a sponge
wet in

turpentine,

mains

in

the

impression

still

voice, in perfect obedience to its inventcommand.
Prof. Faber is accompanied by Dr. Pirsch, who explains in
good English how the instrument is
made, taking it all apart that the audience

or’s

may

see

the

workings

of the wonderful

springs. As the world already has a superabundance of talking machines, without brains to guide them, it won’t amount
to much as

an

invention, but

ty it takes the
wonders.

precedence

Gen.

to

Schenck

as a

curiosi-

of all

other

Percir.
be

Recalled.

most

*•

devoted and

hair-splitting

Editor ok Journal:
Possibly your
readers may lie interested in hearing a
little of Denver, a city that twelve years
ago, was but a speck on the “American
desert,” but now in general growth and

prosperity,

ranks next to

St, Louis.

Denver has

Chicago and
population of

very

takes it

matter ot course,

as a

-.

waits for what comes next.

short space of three months

11*1

onu

maimed soldier

dying

;:t the

military

particulars
principal actor or accomplice
Mr. Nathan, in New York.

in the

murder of

the stone.

These stones

cause

is the fact that

The name of the

>uil> or

against It.

using

block

new

on

F.

tor the

same,

the

reason

freight

m

•

<-•

■

a

them

in

the

Kr.f.svVOTil, Juiie 1:5. 1ST'.,
(ten. .1. 11. Baker <
iimi-sionor. v •.
In tie1 winter of 1*71, as a magistrate.
1 took several <1 positions in suits of plaintiffs
( ItouniN Land iilaimant.s t of this county agaiu.s
B. IL Slaee, of'.Bangor,
My recollection now
is that in no single instance was there any uvid-nec of fraudulent -r false representations
used by |>. ||. M a.-e in his purchase of land
warrants or elairns of these plaintiffs.
Yours lb’s pee’
|y, < i K« >. S. iTlKKS.
■

Bangor, June b>, 1*71.
ii.J. If. B tk-jr. ommissiotter of Pensions.
Washington. 1 >. <'
In this stn!<* il|io-e who bring actions at law
an*
allowed to testify in their own eases. The
|
deft, therefor*- fen a legal right to take tiemagistrate. I liar**
pill's, deposition’ H.-lbrr
aeted as Justieif of the Peaee, in taking tin*
brought
deposit i ms u rnauv of h"» a ho k
suits against B il. Mae- 17s,p. jn bounty taud
n id rareiully, many of the
matter', and l Itiiv
depositions iake^i before oilier magistrates in
1 do not hesitate :•> *av. that
similar ei- ■*. an
in m> sing!.- iu'tafii'-e. d-'i-s mi.- of th‘-s,* plaintiff*
Mr >| ie
unidieai.
dmetly or iudinv-tly in
! any unfair or frjr.nlulent pnietices in tic* mat(b

•.

h'r*
Mauv ot liie111 were veil igii'-ram that ati\
.mimne. !. m l were anxious to
; suit had been
release -.m il -.nit*, and did release them.
Yel'\
1 1* W VllP.KN. J. P.

Bes|jjeetfully,
Kr

!
i., of I> i*!
I. m l
1» *nMf v
all 11
_rliL
i
of'
ii
ini.
I
itfiM'lr!i-tile*
a^ain^t
taking
-11it n> <-i ih
[tiaiiriiiS in i!ii> < ity, ami hav
i •-inTiiil)
a ii 111
l .»i 'ho * \ \
11 i> nii taken m
tlu'x* :t-e
•»
hi ii" ill*!
t
in\
i*«
>1 !< I! 11 it Mi
1 visitt*«| sixU'»*u
j Mai*'1 :t>"*tii of nnv vviMiu;
«»f lit* | la In! ii|S ■■-} i rili«-: lor r Ii-• purpose oi
ikuiL' tlmir 11• l• ‘*it:• *ii-. S- vcral of ih.-in wen*
1
i:*
v m*•. that nnv »mit
in; a
iinni ifi!• »i*iu- 1
I* u l»i■ mLjlit mi ihi'ir naiiu- aipim-t Mr
ha
th'
'la
m I thirt."
'iiit
-’ii s «!niitari
Tin ;l«ipIv roh :t'*a| tln ir-a lion' a- iin-'t liim
11
with
osilioiH >1
o'
•'»••>»
A ’11
take'll la-? Willt* V h>
\ a j i| j 1111.
! olio
i\ •1 ..I'll- all11 l***!.r>
; Mi'vr*. WaiT-Mi. N

I

40 ets. per dozen, rancho eggs no co. and
eggs that one is sure will 1m* fresh ••noiig1:
llutte. is
lor table eating are 7’» ets.
Milk is Id ets. j»-r qua:
everything is sold by tin p uu I.

per pound.

ilive cent pm
The admission t<> a

'•

in

"nr,

|

•<!

.lune I'?. 1^71.
\
Wash ini;

i.sw- »ui ii.

I (itii. .1. II. Il.iki 1;. < uiiiiii'-i-Mi
I
ton !>. t
!
Sir: \s c..u>'i I'or J’. !l.

’■

•-•

—*

1

a

|
j

1

<

•-

1

inn^Mrnt.-s
Tli-- nunii'T in whi< ii thr'«o‘ *tiitt w. r
ever seen in Denver.
l»r*»u*rljt it un|»rt '-hntf.l in my e-xpo.u'mv.
no h- dilation in >ayinj;. that in m>
ami
1
1
da
is
|
evening’s entertainment, always
without
’opinion th'-y u nv ,..
lar a head.’1
Money lias been made ami that 11 !*• wIm i«* pr--■i-eilin*; i* :t ^ronn out
and
cities,
western
in
those
easily
a

1

spent freely.
Til.mi

The weather for tlm last three nneith-.
has for the most of the time been gi.»no;i>.
When there

is

an

occasional storm,

“f

respondent

•<

I

a-

\

i: \ >

to

w

ravin*

.is

W

itWKi

born your
n l-at nearly

••

they brought
Soroll tiuptill, ot

w!i.

was

name,

lie-

p-t-Ts

y.-ars.

two

we

n

a

suit in

hei

<iouH*bop.

line weathci 1 Your
eoirespon.lont further Hay* : “They
H. A* 1.. ) "iie.t .•ip oiai- and muled them to
much rarefied, and until persons g » ! parties, ti< lify imr them fha' they ha.I eomin.u.r.1 suits f.r them, an 1 mutioniu* them
used to it. they become fatigued much |
This is
not to settle l>ti' t<» leave tha1 '.<* them.
|
quicker than in a denser air. This mouth literally trim. I lie eireiikir* were in print.
till within a few days, has been mild and
-t onI !»*re i- an \ iei
feel

repaid

that is

for it

sure

by the

extra

..

The air is very

tollow.

to

1

j

ropy
I 1 STt>.
r: 1 I.sw
.111. Mi; !I
W
h:r> e "nun. n- »• ! a *.iii a^aiu-t Mr. U n.
r.-r from i.nn the vaim- "[ you:•
iI Man
I,m l W'anant. whi' h he ami l»r. Ihnmiin
nn ustly ,mt le.ui von.
They will try to settl-i
;
wiili y ou wiihouf 4iviiu' vou any eliane.- to sec
I us, am! will try to lighten «u-.-o:»x v-m into a
j settlement, for a very small sum. don't !>•i tYiirliteneil !-y them, ami he sure y m don’t take
any money or in any way -.-tile without eon
siihinu: us. they \vill keep I. ar of us. and w.
! try to keep you from -is, remember we bom n
eiirred expense on your a. *ti 11 f, am! lum
spent eonsiderable tin. m your e.a-e v-.u must
riot settle wit lion > they pay us our bill, so you
have somethin,' •\>t and above the ex
n the m.inent they ea!!
no'! v
j 1
j n Si
|on you. and in ei-rv rase tell them to -all
wr
i,
ui
to srtilr,
an ,'- f better terms from
an
Yours truly,
t:ran than you
11 .u k A. Kmkry, Attv’* ut l.avv.
<■

warm, with a delicious temperature. lik«*
Now th
weather in Maine.

■

September
is

a

foot of

sleighing

is

snow on

grand,

the

ground,

the host then*

--

and tiehas

ever

been in the Territory. The bells jinglgleefully in the clear air, and everybody
seems bound to have a taste ot what :n

j
only '-'‘Sts
five dollars an hour to go sleigh-riding
Cheat), isn’t it ? The storm on the plains
was quite severe, blocking
up tlm trains Iran
Denver is

a

great rarity.

It

1

•».

>r

The

with

Land matter, and I hav- had other
means of learning the facts in relation to his
In all
treatment of Bounty Land claimants.
the depositions which I have taken the plaintiff*
exonerate Mr. Mace from all Main*.
1 have
read the depositions taken by other magistrates
and in no single instance does one of the*-plaintiffs a< eu- Mr. Mace, or any one who Inis
dealt with them in the matter of any unfair or
In many
fraudulent practices oi statements.
in-tane-s the nominal plaintiffs did not know
that any suits had been commenced, and upon
learning lb- !
t freely and voluntarily released
tie 'in; and r<
icsv-f t!iat the same be entered
."
“neither part\
A
't
;eirs
M. B. Vii’KKltsoN',
Uespeetfully
•i
1*. for Hancock < nutty.

>

1

Nearly
Nothing smaller than

dealing's

of his

account

Bounty

street,

■

of I’-usious. \V ash-

;n

:.

on

price in the two qualities would not
enough to pay. Kid gloves a. at the lea>t
$2.2~) and -9> per pair. St..it■ eggs -i:

ets.

(
(

Banlor, June 1*2. 1S7I.
Joseph U. Baker, ( 'hid. of I’ensions.
Dk\it viii:: I have acted as magistrate iu
iking depositi'i,o *.| ,oiiip of the plaintiffs who
aave brought 'iiil
against B. II. Mace, Hs<j.,
II

would !"■ tin-

«it i ft

tin:

consequently

II. B

-I.

ing*.m, 1'.

with the mingled music of piano and
violin, tonus, no doubt, strong attractions tor gentlemen. Kents are very high
a

opponents -late that they have
ot any suit, others that they
solicited to bring suits and many of them
anxioii* to and did release.
UesfMTifully 'i )ur <H»t. Servant.
\ CM- iliV »>ri3, J. I’.

w<

of the West.”* V large billiard hall is
in one of the basements, and the brilliant
lights streaming up from below, together

the stores in

fraudulent practice toward

or

knowledge

no

were

is struck

called the “Dclmouie

unfair

Some of the

had

touches, anti are now occupietl. They
are large anti commodious, finished olf in
the nicest style, and present a very city
like aspect, both inside and out
In one
of the new blocks, a first class hotel has

opened,

any

them.

do not look more than two miles away,
us very near tint-' tlm
to

They

seeming

tliiii it

arc

number of stones. The pressman takes
first stone, which perhaps is hut a

the

persons who have brought
in whoso name suits have been brought
II. Mace.
of Bangor, in Bounty
Laud matters, and haw ahn read several taken
by the magistrates in similar cases, and in no
one instance do they implicate Mr. M ini *4*

depositions of several

(iii.

bring
flaming prospectus
In smim
hills.
presence of the eternal
of the Emma Mining Company has been
letter 1 will give an v.-count of a
future
very thick, of the size of the picture, and issued in
London, staling specially that
of a lime-stone formation and are wholly
to the “Rockies.”
Gen. Schenck has, on account of the trip
best
ones
The
from
All nations are represented in this “iaiid
(let-many.
brought
consented
character of the undertaking,
being secured in Solenhofen, Itavaria. The to act as one of the directors of the Com- of promise.” The German element seems
And this state of things is permitted by stones properly prepared are forthwith
to predominate; in taet, the first settler*
pany. The impression in England is that
the party in power, that assumes to be the taken to the
wore Germans, and they telt very jealous
the Minister is using his official position
when Americans began to come in such
protector of the disabled soldier, and
PRINTIN'*; ROOM,
for speculation purposes, and his course is
numbers.
guardian of public morality against the and upon presses somewhat resembling commented
large
upon by the English press in
The “Heathen Chinee” also hold quite a
liquor traffic !
the printing presses of newspaper estab- severe terms.
—A seaman recently died at the United
place in Denver. They live in a distinct
Later reports say that tho government
lishments, the chromos are duly printed.
States marine hospital at Mare Island. Califorof the city, but for all that, the
nia, who confessed to having committed mur- Some of the pictures comprise thirty or will call upon the General for an explana- portion
let light in upon their
sometimes
der to obtain money. A shipmate to whom he
police
forty colors and have a corresponding tion before recalling him.
told other
believes him to be the
and tricks that are
—A

! asylum some time since, t of the delirium tremens, imagined that young imps of the devil,
j snakes
and all sorts of venomous reptiles, were
j
about the stump of his leg, and that
crawling
| an
enemy was constantly squirting tobacco
into
his lace.
A peaceful and happy
juice
death, surely ! [Kennebec Journal.

12, 1*71
«•-•iij'.inuiiy with the law of tin*
Stall* allowin'' !!n- defendant to take tii»* «-ilion of !110 plaintiff before a magistrate. I a*
Justice of tin* IVaec, heard and wrote down the

have in that time received their finishing

been

own cases.

lii

with the improvements in the business
part of the city. A number of tine blocks

just

their

.ii

Kr.r swourn, Jim-

r-dmi

The scenery of the Rocky M m ntains is
At the most, h< \

James.

deposition-

liven in tie

reported that Gen. Schenck is to he
and beautiful.
superseded by Hamilton fish as Min- grand
ister at the Court of St.

Suits.

against me without cause, I refer to the follow
ing letters of four Justices of the Peace for
Hancock <‘ounty, and that of my counsel who,
as was perfectly legal and proper, put those
nominal plaitililPs under oath aud to .k their

regularly, those running lengthwise if
the city having proper names, those running across, being named bv the letters
of the alphabet.
Everywhere are evidences ot lb rapid
growtli and prosperity ot the citv. There
is scarcely a street where now buildings
are not going up.
No other city ot the
si/.e can boast improvements of such magnitude. But. even in the darkest days of
the city, a Denver man lfad undaunted
faith, that in some unexplained way, the
bright, particular star of this city w mid
never wane, but increase in brilliancy,
until it should exceed all in this part of
the country.
Now that this belief is he
mg realized, no one is snrpris. d. but

It is

re-

Bounty

Ellsworth

You are right in saying that 1 had nothing to
10,000, and is called the. wealthiest and do with that publication. Until it appeared in
busiest city for its size, in the United your issue of the Iflth it*d., I knew nothing of
i do, however, so far as your
States.
It is at an elevation of 5,900 feet its contents,
alludes in that article to Hale and
above the level of the sea, and is about correspondent
Kmery, now adopt it as my own.
fifteen miles east of the Rocky Mountains.
He says they “not only commenced suits
The city is divided in the centre by the for those applying to them, but for all others
Platte river, which at the present, is whoso name- they could learn; in one case for
scarcely more than a bed of sand, -o that a widow wle* cl been dead more that two
So fur as this statement charges Hale
people so inclined can easily drive across. years/’
A- Kmery with having “stirred ut>" these suits
The streets are wide, and laid out
a

in all directions.

Arrest of Connolly.
that
locality
suggests
outline
of
the
and
trees,
shadowy
ground
supporter of the ruling powers at WashUichanl I!. Connolly, late Comptroller
the story is the product <d a mare’s nest.
to be printed in yellow. He first removes
ington to draw a distinction between the
of tin; city of New York, was arrested
—The
hotel
and
harbor's
of
a
a
in
of
with
shop
country
two series of occurrences.
sponge dipped
spirits
terpen-1 last
village represent its civilization and caste to
Saturday, by virtue of a writ sued
tine, all the color on the stone, then by
And yet while Hie terrors of the law, or the traveling public. [Waterviile Mail.
out by Charles O’Conner, in the name of
of
a
rubber
a
means
roller, resembling
rather the suspension of law, are hurled
Blit care should be taken that these repthe Attorney General of the State for the
at the Southern community, backed
by an resentatives do not so mingle that hair rolling-pin, applies the desired color, lays recovery ot certain money alleged to have
Let the de- over it the prepared paper, covers it with
array of bayonets,—tlftt organized and may be found in the hash.
been charged and paid under city cona thin copper plate and passes it under the
perfected conspiracy against the laws ol partments be each carefully fenced in.
tracts in excess of the actual work perwhere it reappears printed.hero and
Indiana which hewed down the iron doors
formed. Bail was required in the sum ot
—Although Murphy has been removed press, with
there
ol a prison, while the keeper was threatenspots of yellow but giving litfrom the Collectorship ot New York, his
one million dollars.
Up to Tuesday night
An
tle promise of the future picture.
ed with death, and took the lives of the next friend has been
he had not been able to furnish the reappointed, so it is the edition of
five
are
hundred
perhaps
printinmates—this, we say, is merely the nine
reign of the same family ot small po- ed from this
quired amount of bail, and was held in
stone, anil then the next
day’s wonder at the White House which it tatoes.
custody at the New York Hotel.
stone is substituted, and another color
is elsewhere, and then subsides!
Is it
If bail is not furnished by Wednesday
—The Grand Duke Alexis, having paid
because the one would not so “fire the
printed, and so on to the end. In pictures
his respects at the White House, is now
night he will spend Thanksgiving in Ludthe
like
“Madonna”
northern heart” as the other?
containing thirty-five
prepared to look over our settlements, and colors much time is consumed in the print- low Street Jail.
see what manner ot people we are.
We learn that the convenient process
ing as after the application of a few colors
A Washington despatch to the Boston
—The President is hard at work on his the picture lias to be hung up to dry beknown as the
official count” at Augusta,
PosL says—
throws out one of the Democratic Sena- annual message, and there is said to be fore more can be applied. The printing
The schooner Aranda Hall, from Windsor for
tors from Waldo County, W. II. McLel- no estimating the amount of wisdom that completed, the chromos are next passed Baltimore, stopped four days at Bockland, Me.,
and shipped additional seamen there, and her
lan, while the election of the other C. S. it will contain.
through a roughening machine which papers do not show the fact. It is suspected
at
was attempted with this vessel
Fletcher is conceded. This, if sustained,
—Marcellus Emery, Esq., lias decided gives the grain of the canvass, very near- smuggling
Rockland, although diligent search has been
will make McLcllan and Smart the con- to start a Democratic daily in Bangor. ly, afterwards varnished, then sized and made eliciting nothing to confirm the suspicion.
directed
stitutional candidates, and result in the The press, type, &o., are ordered, and the mounted either upon cloth or thin hoard, The Secretary of the Treasury to-day
tlie Baltimore Collector of Customs to tine the
sealing of the latter. We have not seen paper will appear on the lirst of January. after which they arc packed and marked master if it, is ascertained that the vessel remained at Rockland forty-cigth hours and tile
a report of the actual
ready for market. In the fourth story is master
figures of the count,
failed to reported.
was discovered in
tire
last
a
On
a
the
Sunday
basement
a pseking-room, and in
but it is hinted that some
uncommonly
the jewelry store of J. W. & II. II. MeDuffi e
The hist thing seen by many people deceased
tire-proof safe wherein the stones, presharp practice, even for the party in powwas kerosene.
in Portland. The tire was extinguished before
with bo much cost and trouble arc
er, was resorted to. If it be so, a tboro’
pared
to
the
but
done
was
much damage
building,
when not in use. The principal
It is a mistake to suppose that Alexis lives on
ventilation ot the whole matter should be
the stock was damaged severely. Messrs. kept,
Ozar-dines.
had.
part of the work is done by hand, and
McDuffie estimate their loss at $20,0)0.

puzzle the

The

Mk. Kditor : I noticed in your paper of the
•2‘1 inst., an article from the Portland Advertiser
charging me wii li having published a communication which i- •■entirely untrue," reflecting upon Haii A Hinerv of Kllsworth.
The Adverlb-r further states on what is
called ‘‘good antic.rity*’ that the line of defence
which I have cho.-.en against actions pending
in Hancock Ujunty •-eems t > I»p abuse to the
counsel on the other side."

instituted from evidence obtained from rent for $130 per month, and the o.11brought forth of her abundance to supply a enzv little affair, well lighted from overHouse
their own fixtures.
our wants.
The great conflagrations of head, artistically draped in curtains of books and papers of .he firm of Ilufus pants provide
a small
are
of
conrents
&
New
which
Co.,
York,
high,
proportionately
the west have only served to show the dull maroon, and hung around with origi- Story
cern
recently paid $M),000 penalty for house of eight rooms, partly furnished,
kind and generous hearts of all our peo- nal paintings and copied chromes.
rents for $sy per month, an unfurnish“Look on tliis picture and then on that,” fraudnlcnt importat ion ■>.
ple so spontaneous anil overflowing have
Messrs. Weld & Co’s, counsel present- ed brick house, with three rooms, that
been their contributions. Let us hope that commandeth the poet, and truly, one
a
not great calamities only shall appeal couldn’t do differently, as arrayed side by ed a petition on behaK of their clients on one can scarcely turn round in, is
to stay further proceedings month. Denver is by no means a cheap
Wednesday,
the
to
reflected
of
our
side,
a
with
While
they
caught
rays
successfully
charity.
of the U. S. Marshal, claiming that the place to live in. Everything is higher than
happy hearts we gather around the festive most gorgeous sun-set, fresh from the
!
It any
table groaning with its wealth of good hands of its faithful interpreter, and its seizure of the hooks and papers was un- at the East, particularly work.
and
a
constitutional
but
after
one could send a colony of good, faithful,
j
oppressive;
tilings, lot us not forget that the “poor no less brilliant, exact and perfect likewestern
ness.
have ye always among ye.”
“Which is which?” we exclaimed, hearing. Judge I.owell ruled that the servant girls here, without any
action of the Marshal was perfectly con- impudence, and a general appearance ol
May all our readers have not only good standing in the centre of the room, and
do knock the
dinners this day hut good digestions to for answer was invited a little nearer to stitutional ami .justifiable, and forthwith dont-eare-itivenoss, if they
!.
the hooks and papers of the firm were house down, it would he a good !■
enjoy them; may they gather their fami- inspect a faint gloss and canvass*grain
I:
loeketl up in the U. S- Court buildthat would surely meet its reward.
lies and friends trom far and near, and lacking in the one and possessed by the safely
to await further investigation.
impossible to get a good cook tor less
iv: ii
with tin 111 around the family fire- other. This is Bierstadt’s celebrated “Sun- ing
AN EXCITEMENT IN STATE STICKBT.
than $80 and
Nursery
per rnontll.
side; may ;hey all live to enjoy the return set on the coast ot California,” for which
A gad
Statu street has indulged in a genuine girls have $-_’0 and ?•_’■*> a month.
of many, many Thanksgivings; and as j Mr. Prang paid 81000 in gold.
The
sensation this past week from the discov- to wash in a laundry has 1? 10, an ironer
l
long as they liie may they bless the ehromos are sold tor 810. Above, around
$35 a month. Wash-women get $3.on
! cry of some S-ltkOoo of spurious paper in
memory of our stern old Puritan Fathers j and about this hang wonderful represencirculation
the
undefiled
brokers
among
per day, nurses the. same. In regard to
tations of fruit, flowers and animals, ail
tor giving us Thanksgiving Day.
I after celebrated artists, and glowing land- and bankers, and on Saturday the excite- the prices of goods, cotton-cloths, or any'I'm: Ri:ssi\x Ef.c.atiox.
ment culminated to its height in the arGen. (;.»rthing that makes heavy freight, costs
scapes by Hill, Brown, Moran, l)e Haas
lolV t!.f military representation of Russia
I and others. The original and copy con- rest of Mr. J. A. Hanson, a venerable mere.
in this country has been placed in charge
ot some sixty years of age,
Cheap goods cannot l»c obtained here,
! trusted side
side in most instances, and gentleman

by every one that a State
The case of Elder Reek’s bondsmen
permitted to protect the peace
ot its own citizens; that if any
attempt hangs on like the celebrated chancery suit
was made by the Federal Government to
of Jarndyce vs. Jarndyce. Judgment has
control the affairs ot the local govern- just been given against the bondsmen for
ments, it would be met with force, and >• 10,000, but an appeal has been taken to
the authors of the treason be hurled from the full bench.
It is a legacy that dates
power, tried, convicted, and punished; as far back as the birth of the republican
that the unauthorized use of the army is party, and is likely to outlive the organia clime; that the
military force, illegally zation.
employed, is a mob, and its commander
—The Kennebec Journal says that the
j leading it, a criminal. Now, without the knotty points in the Hancock and Aroosfaintest shadow of insurrection or rebeltook County elections have been submitlion in the State of South Carolina—no
ted to the Supreme Court. So we are
effort to obstruct the Government, or deto know judicially whether the polling
nial o( the binding force of existing laws,
place at Ellsworth City Hall can be legal
or the forms of established
government in one
year and illegal the next. The poputhe State—with tiie whole State machinery
lar opinion is that our radical men and
111 lull
operation—no one questioning its J brethren
there can’t carry water on both
j
i legitimacy—executive, judicial, and minshoulders.
isterial officers in the regular and peace—Ben Butler says lie isn’t engaged in a
able discharge of their duties—without
the solicitation or consent of the Execu- conspiracy to defeat (Jen. (Jrant. (Jlad to
tive or the Legislature, the Federal army hear it. lie’s in just the right place, and

duced in what is still called, by courtesy,

Correspondence of the Journal.

Letter From Colorado.

New

should be

is hurled upon this defenceless State, and
the dragonnades of Louis XIV. repro-

thirty hand-presses are kept constantly
busy. In addition two steam-presses supply the cheaper and loss intricate work.
“Of the making of books there is no end,”

“Undoubtedly,” says a distant relative thinking a3 we came reflectively away
of Mrs. Partington’s, “undoubtedly Mr. that a similar
assertion would now as
Chromo has done more for art than any
turies and a half, we have been accustomtruly apply to pictures.
other man in this country.” And we conTHE DISAGREEING DOCTORS.
ed yearly to gather around us our family
that the old lady didn’t stop far
Quito a brisk little breeze of excitement
and friends, anjd return thanks and rejoice jecture
short ot a sound, othodox truth, for since
over our roast turkey and pumpkin pies.
rippled round the borders of lioston’s
the invention of chromos the work of usual
remembers
the
old
peacefulness during tho early days
Everybody
story- months has
been reduced to days, and of last
how in the first] year of their sojourn here
week, started into action by a
instead of a single picture upon which the
our usually sti-rn old “Pilgrim Fathers,”
preliminary skirmish between the Alloartist has spent weeks of patient, careful
pathists and Ilonncopathists.
having sent oijd a party to hunt “that so
labor, hundreds now smile upon us from
The ease is a reproduction of th e old
they might aftejr a special manner rejoice
attractive walls and through plate-glass worn mil
farce—prescription for opinion’s
together,” and having invited in their
windows, so oxactlj- identical with the sake—the doctrine of think as I think
neighbor, Mr. llassasoit with a few of his
in size, depth, tone, color, shad- or
Some weeks
you shan’t think at all.
friends, say’ a hundred or so, held high original
and finish as to require the close ining
ago a summons was served upon several
jinks for three] whole days. The (juaint
of a practiced eye to detect the
record says they “exercised their arm,” spection
prominent homeopathic physicians in this
difference.
This art of reproducing a and
or in other words held a real old fashion-1
adjoining cities, citing them to a trial
faithful copy of oil paintings originated before the Massachusetts
Medical Society
ed shooting match, and “entertained and
in Europe, and was first introduced into for “conduct
feasted” which! means, wo suppose, that
unbecoming ami unworthy
this country, some ten years since by an honorable
physician and member of
they took something to wash down their
Louis Prang, whose name is now as tamil- this
society.” The “unbecoming and unThanksgiving dinner.
iar as the chromos themselves. The first
worthy conduct” being the practice ot
That first Thanksgiving must have been
chromo published by Mr. Prang was “The medicine
a success, otherwise two hundred and
according to the homueopathic
fifty Chickens” after an oil
painting by the cele- system, and belonging to the Homeopathothers would no!t have followed in regular
brated Tate,followed shortly afterwards by ic Medical
Society The trial commencsuccession. I'dr while the Puritans of the
a com pan ion piece “The
Ducklings” copied ed on Tuesday of last week at the rooms
mother country,mistaking all hilarity and
from the same artist, both of which had l lie of tho Massachusetts Medical
Society in
merrymakings for the work of the Evil
most extensive sales, and at once estab- Tremont Place. As tho
public were rigOne, were changing “Merry Christmas”
lished the success of the enterprise, l'rom
orously excluded, the public know very
into a time of fasting and humiliathis beginning lias sprung a large and little about it, save that an
tion, our sturdy old Puritans held fast
injunction was
to their annual day of rejoicing, and nourishing business, and a visit to the issued by Judge Ames, of the Supreme
down through those old Indian wars when lofty, well-kept, busy manufaetury in Judicial Court, and served upon the prewhere the chromos are printed,
their festivities 'might be disturbed by the ltoxbury,
siding Allopathisls, effectually putting a
well repays one for time and trouble.
stop to all further proceedings, and forwarwhoop, and through the dark years of
Hundreds of visitors avail themselves bidding the expulsion of the llommopathe Revolution when there seemed little to
ot Mr. Prang’s kindness, tliists from the
Society; accordingly the
be thankful tor, with hopeful hearts they every month,
ami the privilege ot looking through the
investigation has been put over until Deand their descendants ate their Thanksvast lniililing anil witnessing all the cember 5th, when, as the trial will ho
giving dinners, meager though they were,
wonderful manipulations of the art. In public, more of the pros and cons will be
no doubt at times, and “after a special
this
way your correspondent happened, revealed. Meantime the homooopathists
manner rejoiced
together.” This annual
on a late, cold
morning, to lie standing at are exultant and jubilant, and the allocustom, lias kept pace with New England
the
entrance-door
ringing the porter's bell pathists defiant though crestfallen.
New
men
and
ideas and
women,
England
THE WEEDS & CO.
and gradually spread it-elf over the whole for admittance. An entrance having been
land, so that now from North to South, duly affected, up two flights of broad, case continues to form the ehiet topic of
from ocean to ocean, everybody is, or easy stairs we went to the large, roomy conversation in commercial circles, though
where many scribes were industri- owing to the great reticence of members
ought to lie. spending this day in teasting, office,
ously and deftly malting up the accounts of the firm, ami Custom House officials,
rejoicing and thanks.
of the firm, and after having made known comparatively little is known as to what
Nor are our thanks and rejoicings at
this time without good cause. Cod has the subject of our visit to the gentlemanly the alleged frauds ready are, or the imdealt kindly with 11s as a people during “head-man” of the establishment was mediate cause of investigation. It is alleged that the firm is indebted to Governthe past year. War, nor famine,nor pesti- shown, at once, by him into
TIIK Cl’T ROOM,
ment for $40,000, and that the suit was
lence lias visited 11s.
The’earth lias

papers changed, must state the Post Office to which
the paper has been sent as well as to which it is

President Grant Sees in

Boston.

Englanders Thanksgiving is a
time-honored institution. For two cen-

To

s

than Nl. Woodman, upon whom he lie- witness, have a terrible effect.
iientlv called for the purpose of assisting cate white hands were encased in faultin tin1 care of him. On the 2-tth «f last less lavender kid gloves, and over her
of dark hair was
.March, by a fall through the scuttle of magnificent tournure
If- store, a distance of tfn feet, Mr. Wood- perched a jaunty little. Alpine hat with a
man was severely injured.
He was taken dainty green leather perched therein.
Her robe was of the heaviest black silk,
up insensible and remained in tkal condia la Imperatriee, and
having deep
tion seven hours.
Physicians, by that cut
time bad pronounced his injuries fatal. flounces of the heaviest black lace over
Milanaise bands of white satin. At her
Magnetic power was tried and in one
four lie came partially to his senses. His snowy throat, the only article of jewelry
As were twisted from their sockets, liis on her person, a small pin glistened and
the effect.
Her hair was worn
spine injured, and Ids whole system terri- heightened
velvet
bly jarred. He lay delirious three days, a la Cleopatre, and a superb black
Sitting
unable to move and part of the tune un- mantle covered her shoulders.
conscious. On the 27th, in the presence there this superb woman was the irnperof Dr Hopkins, a healing medium, lie soniiication of coolness and proud disraised himself upright in bed and spoke dain, as she looked every now and then
through the spirit which had him in con- with fiery glances of contempt at the
1 am terribly injured, and some- agonized Fisk and his cross-examiner,
usd:
made every enthing must be done. It must be done Charley Spencer, who
within forty-eight hours or you will,see deavor to badger the fair witness during
tlm necessity of it.” lie went on to say a long three hours’ examination, which
hat one of the large intestines had been would have tested the patience of a saint,
■a moved
from its place, so that there but which never ruffled or discomposed
e add
be no passage from his stomach, the serenity of Miss Mansfield
Col. Fisk was attired elaborately. A
rid that unless that was heplaeed he could |
n
: live over 11 days.
This message was ! short navy jacket of mulberry enveloped
It was ornamented
.■eited and the promise was made that | bis adipose form.
: the patient would be passive the spirits j witli gold buttons of various sizes and
He was ! shapes, but all were impressed with the
would take the matter in hand.
Xarragansett Steamship
ken out of bed and walked across the monogram,
Underneath this garment
c
f
2d minutes, the exercise being vio- | Company.”
lmit. and the patient just before unable to was a suit of sober black cloth, and in the
centre of his black neck-lie sparkled
up in lied, walked with the firm step
a giant, slinking the house.
This did Fisk's immense diamond.
.Miss .Uinsheld testihed that the stateelVeet the wished for change, and he
iimped upon and off the sofa, till at last ments in an affidavit by the negro boy
it was said the desired effect was accom- King, who left her service for Fisk’s, that
plished. The strength conferred upon him conversation relating to blackmailing Fisk
during this violent exertion was shown had taken place in her house, were false.
The affidavit was read in full, which stal•y his taking up a man weighing 150
pounds and holding him like a doll. He ed among other things that Stokes was in
then was laid hack upon the bed as lielp- the habit of stopping with her twice a
She then testified
lc— as an infant and slept sweetly, his week till midnight.
firs: natural sleep. A poultice bad been further: I am 24 years ot age; have been
applied under direction of the spirits, with in this city since 1*68; was in Philadelin order to remove it in one hour and
phia before that. Was married to Frank
twenty minutes precisely. He slept two Lawler, the actor, who is now living; the
hours and his wife did not think best to marriage ceremony took place in San
use him, notwithstanding the
explicit- Francisco; was married in September and
:
ss of the direction.
When he awoke, left there the January following; have no
nigh no one had approached him, it recollection of Mr. Lawler having placed
v as found that the
poultice had been re- a pistol to a man’s head either in my presmoved and was placed ten teet away, ence or otherwise. On cross-examination
she testified a pistol was pointed at the
neatlv tunned up I
April .'hi. though still unable to help head of 1) 1>. Perlev. lie signed a cheek,
It
himself at all, when in his natural state, the amount of which 1 am not aware.
he arose, was thrown up into the air with was in my mother's room. Ah'. Warren
vhilonee, ami dressed himself with great pointed the pistol and fired it. Perle.v lied
rapidity. Then danced violently for halt from the room, but not in his shirt. There
an hour.
Threw a man weighing 1U0 in- was not a threat of exposure of criminto the air.
Strange exercise like this was ality with me unless lie signed the check ;
taken for months, and all this time he I was divorced trom Lawler : 1 obtained
had not strength to turn himself in bed my separation from Judge Barnard; 1
when not under the influence of spirits. was sixteen years ol age when 1 left BosIt was done before several witnesses, ion and went to San Francisco: had no
j
nine in all being mentioned, not all of intimacy with Perlev : came to New York
them Spiritualists, some ot them well with mv husband: when I letl my husknown throughout the State. On the nth band 1 went to Boston ; but returned to
•f April, after an exercise like the above, New York, as I required a residence in
tiie patient was left standing at the footol this State to obtain a separation ; I was
the lied, with his baik to the footboard, then induced to live with my husband
when lie was seized by invisible hands, again until our final separation ; when I left
itted horizontally over it and laid upon my husband and came to N"w York 1 rethe Inal. This was iii the presence of a sided with a Mrs. Ryndcrs at .47 Amity St.;
well known merchant in this city who I lived there from August until Novemwas not a
Spiritualist. Ii was only mice ber; it was a lodging house: there was
that he was seen to ho carried thus over no other lady except she and 1 ; after
lhe footboard. But he was often tossed leaving her I went to 42 Lexington avenue
over violently,
lie weighed 1 (17 pounds. with a Mrs. Bishop, where. I had furnishThe speaker, weighing 170 pounds, had ed rooms; I saw Mr. Adams at Miss
hi en lifted into the air ny the
patient with Annie Woods, an actress, on :!Uli -treet ;
oie1 hand, while “under the influence.11
it was there 1 saw Mr. Fisk ; 1 lived sub-Medieine was administered by unseen sequently in Jersey City and then returned
hands, and generally the medieine itself In this city and stoppe I at the Clarendon
wa< unseen,
though its elleets were seen Hotel: had rooms at the Jerome House,
in the patients attempt to swallow and in and after that went to live at mv present
his complaints of the hitter taste left ill his residence; I met Mr. Stokes in Philadelmouth. But on one occasion the medi- phia two years this November: after tereine was seen. On Sunday, April lli, at minating my friendship with Mr Fisk 1
midday, the patient was much disturbed, got acquainted with Stokes, the time behe had been raised up in bed, and asked ing about a year ago, Stokes u.-ed to call
f"i‘ water which was given him. l’res- on me when I occupied Fisk’s house on
ently a goblet was seen, let tl^nvn from g;’.d steet; both used to visit me at the
the ceiling, as if suspended by a thread, ! same time ; 1 have yet some of the letters
•an 1
stopped at the sick man’s month. I which passed between myself and Fisk;
"Ih'ink, Nathan,"'said his wife, and the ; 1 don’t know how many I yet have: could
contents of the glass were administered ; not tell il I have five hundred left; 1 had
by unseen hands. lie complained that it I some property, personal, when 1 got aewas
exceedingly hitter, like tanzy, and quinted with Mr. Fisk; I had a bank acwater was given him several times to recount: I certainly was not poor; I have
in a. Die unpleasant taste.
Occasionally always been well cared for.
there would be a brisk wind in the room
Counsel—You look like it. [Laughter.]
when both doors and windows were closThe further examination of this witness
i
Bights were often seen, streams ot | in this manner was determined out of
mo- passing from one to another.
What ! place by the court. Witness continued :
the speaker called shower baths and
Mr. Fisk got me rooms at Seventeenth
sle cm baths were administered to the
pa- street Broadway—the Amerieus club
lietit. Once he jumped into a chair and house. Fisk did not support me, nor did
flxed a curtain that had fallen. On the lie give me anything individually. The
B ill of May. the patient, after
being ex- ! money for ray support came to me through
en ised in the usual manner by the
spirits, ! stock operations carried on by William
-i
d at the foot of the bed. In an instant 1 II. Marstnn with money furnished by Mr.
ia was lifted into the air, in a horizontal Fisk; the money thus received amounted
position, and laid across the footboard and j to two or throe hundred dollars a week :
lilted there for several minutes; then lie ; after leaving this club house I went to
was turned over and the
process repeat- I live in Jersey City; I received money
'd.
He was as rigid meanwhile as a while there through the Erie Railway
plank. Then he was “flopped over” upon 1 from Fisk, who lived there with me.
the bed. At length he was allowed lo use
After further testimony, the ease was
hi- own power to some extent in his exer- ; adjourned to December 9.
cising, Inn without assistance could not
Bear his weight.
Oradualiy his natural The Russian Minister's Wife and Alexis.
strength came back to him, and within a
week or two we have seen him about
An enthusiastic Reporter of the Washthe streets upon crutches.
He was presington Republican gives this description
ent while iiis story was told,
apparently o( the (Irani! Duke’s reception at Minister
m excellent
health, and, though some- Catacazy’s house:
what lame, moved about with the aid of
The doors flew open, and, amid the
a eane only.
We have thus given the soft light of numbers of wax
tapers, those
main points of the story as it was told without
caught a glimpse of a vision of
the
speaker, without attempting to re- loveliness, but it was only a glimpse. In
By
port the argument running through it. a second the gentleman had crossed the
It was listened to with attentive interest
threshold, the doors were closed, and
by the large audience.
Madame Catacazy, the hostess and wife of
his Majesty’s representative, was welcomCoi.oxizino ax Island. The little ing the favorite son of the Emperor of
island of St. Paul’s, on the southern Russia. The lady, in all her brilliant life
portion of the Indian Ocean, has suddenly in Washington, never showed to better
ii.nl ils population increased by about advantage. It seemed as though Midas
four hundred souls—the officers, soldiers, had touched her with his fabled wand and
and erciv of the llritish troop ship Alegars. transformed her into a golden statute.
The island is little more than a rock; it is Xo, not all golden or statue either, for
formed by the cone on an extinct volcanic amid the glittering attire the fair and
crater, and is about two miles in circum- expressive face showed in marked conference.
A (civ inhabitants, among them trast to the surroundings, and the arms,
a Frenchman, have cultivated what little
bared to the shoulders were rarer specisoil there is, heaping it in terraces, on mens than even artists can imitate.
which they have planted gardens. The
The dress was of gold color, made with
Megan?, an old worm eaten tub, twenty- a handsome train, and trimmed with gold
seven years old, was sent to sea
by the colored satin. On her right arm she wore
lirilish Admirality in April last, destined the famous douhlo-band bracelet, one
for Australia. She was in such a leaky band being on the wrist and the other
condition that before she reached Ply- above the elbow, the two joined by a pair
mouth her officers’ cabins were afloat. of
most artistically and elaborately
Luckily she enjoyed fair weather a portion wrought chains. The other ornaments
of the voyage; but at last heavy weather were of plain gold, and above tlienj all,
came,and the ship was found to be leaking and completing the picture, was the
so fast the
captain determined to head foi- wealth of golden hair, so long the marvel
st. Paul's. Here the hull was examined, and envy of our belles. This was the
and the engineers reported the
ship unfit picture which met the gaze of the Prince
to finish her voyage. The crew was
landed, as he entered the mansion. It stood beand the ship steamed in on the shore, and neath the heavy curtains that
guarded
in
until
the water rose and the entrance to the main saloon. The
position
kept
the
fires, when she settled face was wreathed in smiles, the hands
extinguished
down and remained stationary. The next uplifted, bearing a silver salver, on which
stores
as
such
remained above water was placed a round loaf ot bread, in the
day
weio landed, and all hands
encamped on top of which was an indenture holding
shore. Exploring parties sent to investi- a golden salt cellar containing salt. Be
gate the resorecs of the island found about it understood that this loaf was not the
one hundred goats, some mushrooms,
wheaten bread to which we are accusa few
cabbages and potatoes, and hot and tomed, but the plain, hard, (to us) indicold water in springs. Fish were abundant gestible black bread, which, in Russia, is
in the sea,and it is hoped that the men,who served on the table of the
Emperor as
have been on the island since the middle well as the peasant.
-d' dune, will receive relief from
1 his ottering of salt and bread is an
England
or Australia before
they are entirely out old and essentially Russian custom.
of provisions. Great resentment is mani- Whenever the Emperor or any of the Imfested in England
against the naval ad- perial family honor a subject with a visit,
ministration for sending such a worthless the hostess, as a token of welcome,
performs the ceremony, and no matter how
ship on so long a voyage.
often the prince has been the recipient ot
Jersey City is much excited by the elope- the honor, it is safe to say it was never
ment of a young merchant holding a high social
more graciously ottered or received.
Fie
position with the wife of his most intimate
friend, and $25,000 in gold belonging to bis simply took the uninviting loaf, broke
uncle, a prominent banker in Wall street. and tasted of it, anil returned it to the
The fugitive merchant leaves a wife to whom salver. The formal welcome was over, a
he was married only ten months ago. The a few minutes
spent in social converse,
parties belong to fashionable circles, and the and, at it P.
M., supper was announced,
deserted husband is looking for bis perfidious
and
the
friend with a revolver.
It is believed the fugidining room made the objective
tives sailed to-day for Europe.
point, and a supper partaken of.

of our readers will receive this

week’s Journal upon the day of our National Thanksgiving. We say national
ior the day is now of national observance.
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oid Committee. Without volunteering
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subject,
give
J Miss Mansfield loo.ko.d so lovely that within the year, $2.50; at the expiration of the
she created quite a flutter in court by her year, $3.(>0.
record of the case, just as we find it.
For one square, (one
Advertising Terms.
brief inch of
length in coiumn,) $1.25 for three weeks,
Army .V Navy Union Hall was crowded appearance. This lady merits someknown
and 25 cents lor each subsequent insertion. Attraclast. Sunday afternoon by an audience I description, as she is now well
tion ot a square charged as a lull one.
called together by the announcement that ! from Maine to Oregon from her connections from Mark Antony Fisk and Octaa
merchant
wholesale
dry goods
leading
Administrators. Executors and Guardians
She is much above
o; tins city would give an account of vius Ciesar Stokes.
desiring their advertisements published in the
mie
remarkable spiritual phenomena the medium height, having a pearly white Journal will please so state to the Court.
which took place last spring and summer skin, dark and very large lustrous eyes,
SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of
in the sick room of ids relative, Mr. Na- which, when directed at a judge, jury or
Her deli-
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were
was
<mr

d<>lug business

on

*<•

large

a

iiimi;}' 1" h avc tin* circulars printforn-sp 'U-k-nt nlludiiu i-‘ thos* iic

further sav>
Notwithstanding this. Mace w- nt round and
took releases ot'inmy of fht- nominal plaiutitfs,
and depi'.-itions«.[ odo rs,showing that they had
•n*- lobring suits, an I
n<-\er aiithori/.od am
had nothing to do with prosecuting them, and
al>o ^a'dieVi iI up circular* and letters from
i Hale and Kinery sufficient. hsays, to make a
| clear ea*e of barrat ry."
eulars

|
1

This

is

try.
sui

•.

to

parties

an attorn.

who would not

in law. and encourages them
unmits the offence of barra11 he also employs agents to gather up

otherwise engage
to bring on -nits,

j

1 think that

also true

at law who writ

h

eases

t

>:

e

him to pros,

uo

I think then

! can be no doubt that the offence lias been com“ways that are dark,
vain," and upset the equilibrium of the j mitted. IIale and Pinery have both written
these parties, encouraging them to
“Celestials,” in a manner they do nol letters to
bring -nils against me, and have employed
relish.
agents to gather up those eases. If tliev or the
The negroes are neither “few or far
Portland Advertiser, want more proof of this
between,” for you meet them everywhere, than the letters of the four Justices, and that of
and, if possible, colored help are even my conns, I here pubiish< i. I will publish the
and the
more
Independent than the white ser- dcposi'ions of the plaintiffs themselves,
! depositions «>i some of those agents, which from
vants.

It’s laet, and also the tact that the most of these
“ltoyal Japs” have been per- suits are prosecuted by these attorneys witliTheatre" for the
“Denver
the
at
forming
; out cost to the plaintiffs in any event, and that
week past. The troupe was a line one, 1 the attorneys arc to share in what spoil they
and all their tricks, top-spinning, slack may collect.
They may sav that the poverty of these old
rope walking, &e., extraordinary. But,
induced them in the generosity of
Oh! shades of Orpheus! their native people has
their natures to prosecute their suits without
is
a
but
it
of
its
music may be good
kind,
cost to them. This if true would be no excuse
rnightv poor kind. Fearing you may but the same bargain lias been made bv them
make the same remark about niv letter if with the relations in whose favor the suits have

“The

I

prolong it,

finale.

I

hasten to

bring

it to

a

A. K. II.

been

brought and

who

are

amply able to pay

eost.

list’d by tlu* PortYour correspond' nt i“on good authority” with repThe official count of votes for Governor of land Advertiser
Massachusetts shows this result: Washburn, resenting that Half A Pinery "maliciously in75,1*27; Adams, 47,(525; Pitman. 05'JJ; Cliam- stigated*’those suit-. There is nothing in his
herlin, C84S; B. F. Butler, 157; nil others, :W0. communication showing mali c in them or from
In the twelve cities the aggregate vote for GovA
which malice must necessanly he inferred.
ernor was 54,400, or nearly two-lifths ol the
sordid avarice may account for their conduct as
whole vote of the State, and of this aggregate
Mr. Washburn’s majority was hut 147<>. Four
represented by him. This without doubt gives*
of the cities gave majorities against him, namely
the tact it is
Lawrence (584, Boston 4*51, Lynn 111, and New- color to the whole, but in view of
impossible for them to escape the imputation ot
buryport 05.
The celebrated Miller divorce ease has at last
been definitely settled. Judge Taplev deeiees
to Mrs. Miller the custody of the children, the
giving her dower
specific sum of $7000, the lawhundred
and thirty
and the further sum of one
the
for
support ot the
dollars per quarter
children, with appropriate decrees for its enforcement.

express malice.

They were fully informed by Gen. Charles
Hamlin and by myself before they brought a
single suit, that those parties had no just cause
ot complaint, and when they determined upon
bringing the suits Mr. Hamlin solicited them as
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next t* rm of this Court to be hoi en at Belfast
resaid. in said County of Waldo, on the first
uesday of January ncx., that said libelee may then
ind there appear and answer to said libel, and show
aiuso, if any he have, why the prayer thereof should
not be granted.
Attest—WM. M. STRATTON, Clerk.
A true copy of the libel and order thereon.
'-’I
ATTEST—WM. M. STRATTON, CLERK.
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At a Probate Court held at Beltast, within and lor
the County of Waluo, on the second Tuesday of
November, A. I). 1671.
BURGESS, named Executor in a cerlam instrument purporting to be the last will
and testament oi Maria Burgess, late ot Searsmont,
in said County ot Waldo,deceased, having presented
said will lor Probate.
Ordered, That the said Edward, give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy ot this order to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Beltast, that they
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allowance.
tration on said
Ordered, That the said Administratrix give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy ot tins
order to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Re 1 fast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on tue second Tuesday
of December next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and shew cause, il any they have, why the same
should not be allowed.
ASA Til UR DO l'Gil, Judge.
19
A true copy. Attest—B. P Fikld, Register.
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County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot
November, A. D. 1671.
A. GRAFFAM,(formerly Parker),Administratrix ot the estate ul Mial 1). Parker, late ot
hearsuiont, in the County ot Waldo, deceased, having
presented her second and tiual account ot Adminis-
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prepared by Jlisa Sawyer, who lias used it

nearly twenty years, with great success.
The principal dis -as, s for which this salve is recommenced are. I'hiUnains. liheumatis-m, 1Kies,
S' roftrfn, Obi l'U-t <■ Salt Ithrum. Sprain s, Burns,
F-'eer Sores. /'* ion ■»-, Pirn pies, Irysii-clus, Sore
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Sewing Machine OIL ot Superior Quality,for sale.
Also Shuttles, bobbins, Needles, Screw Drivers, &o,
always on hand or made to order.
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At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
November, A. D. 187i.
H ARLES SARGENT, Executor ol the last
wiil of Rufus Gilmore, late of Monroe, In said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented his
first account of Executorship for allowance.
Ordered, l"hat the said Executor give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy ol this
order to be published three weeks successively in tue
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and lor said County, on the second Tuesday
of D, comber next, at ton of the clock before noon,
and shew cause, it any they have, why the same
should not be allowed.

All kinds of SEWING MACHINES repaired in
tin best manner. Also Clocks. Guns, Pistols, Locks,
Skates, &c., &e., repairied at short notice.
New and second-hand Sewing Machines of every

« KRE^T
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At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within am! lor
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol
November, A. D. 1871.
S. DOW, Administratrix of the estate
ot Levi O. Bowden, late ot Winterport, in said
County ot Waldo, deceased, having presented her
fir.'t and linul account ol administration on said
estate tor allowance.
Ord*red, that the said Administratrix give notice
to all persons .interested b_. causing a copy ol this
order to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Beliast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to b, held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
of December next, at ten ol the clock before noon,
and shew cause, if any they have, why the same
shoulu not be allowed.
ASA THUULOUG1I, Judge.
19.
A true copy. Attest—15. P. Field, Register.
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Headache. Neuralgia. Trembling or
of the Nerve*, and all Nervous

Twitching
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Kennebec, ss.,
7 :p. Tud. Couri, October Term, A. L»., 1871. j
I’pon the foregoing libel, the Court Order, That J
ip dice threof be
given to the libelee by publishing an
it tested copy of the same and of this order
thereon, |
ihree wee k* successively in the Republican Journal.a
newspaper printed at Belfast,iu said Countyof Waldo
:he last publication to be not less than
days before
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IIkadaciie ! BriggN Allevantor .s composed
of Ammonia. Chloroform. Spirits o Camphor.
Tincture of Lupuline. uil of Jumper and Alcohol.
This compound in unequalled in the
annals of medicine for the cure of Nervous or

gaining ground. Diaz, the. leader of the
revolt, has good men in Oaxaca, and a

at

■

It is no more strange than true that
one half of the adult population sutler with internal, external, bleeding, or itching Piles.
It
is admitted by eminent medical men that a reliable remedy mu>t and will have an extensive
sale.
This has been demonstrated by the
wonderful increasing sale of Dr. Brigg’s Pile
Remedies. The progros of this disease, in it'
various forms, is arrested, and some of the most
surprising cures have been effected by its use.
Sold by Richard S. Moody, S. A. Hon es & Co..
Be hast, L. Curtis Jr., Scarsport, Roberts A
II. hborn. Stockton, Mut Igett A Sibly Prospect,
J \V. Seavv Frankfort, and Druggists generally.
tf

is

to

;!> time in intoxication and id'eness, and what little
money he earned was spent uselessly ; tud that your
libellant was obliged to go out to work whereever
-he could find anything to do and support herself
md said child, and help support him all the time
-itioe they first went to California aforesaid, and
that said Eben E. Colby wholly neglected to provide
for vour libellant, and went off to said Santa Clara.
Wherefore, she prays that inasmuch as there
is ho collusion between there parties to procure a
divorce, and there is no probability that her said
husband will reform and do better in the future;
that the bonds of matrimony mnv be dissolved between herself, the said Flora A. Colby, and the said
Eb.-n E
olby, ami that she may have the custody
aim iVM trol oi their said
son,.is measures reasonable
it'd proper, in accordance with law, conducive 10
I■ •;!:t• i■ harmony. lor the good ot the parties and
-■on-ustent with flic peace and morality ot society.
FLORA A. COLBi”.
signed!
Dated, Liberty, Nov. 14, A. D. 1871.
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Republican Journal, print'd

may appear at a Probate Court to be held at Belfast, within and for said Comity, on ttie second
j
ol December next, at ten oi the clock.before
Tuesday
and
that
lived
Liberty,
they partially
together eiuce j
heir marriage until lust January ; that your libellant noon, and shew came, it any they have, why the
prayer of said petition sholu not be granted.
since their intermarriage has always behaved herself
ASA rilCKLOl Oll, Judge.
as a faithful, chaste and ath ctionate wife towards
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register
ly
her said
bur that 'lie said Eben E.

in*.
i.Ar.Ki:
K.
kokiwp.m-. mikkiiv \Y ivf
liii Ki'.d are a certain cun* !<>r h male sickness, by
taking a wine-glass half fa!.
ior>'getting out of bed
in the morning.
Delicate Ladies will find it of
great service l>y using it three or four times a day.
Sold by all dealers In medicines.
tf
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of

this Honorable Court to be informed that her rn-dden
name was Flora
Collins of Liberty, aloresaid;
that she was lawfudy married to the said Eben E.
< ’olby, at
Liberty, by V\ iiliam Sanborn, Esquire, on
the eleventh day of September, A. D. 1864; that
alter their intermarriage they lived together as husband and wile about two years in the State of Maine;
then they moved to Santacruz in said California,
and have one child, a son, who is now six years old
and resides with tier, -aid Flora A. Colby, at said

Gmoucf. C. Font.

native ol Maine.

a

-overed

town

MISS SAWYER’S SALVE.

PRICES

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of VVaido, on the second Tuesday
of November, A. D. 1871.
R All H. AL'SPLUND, widow of Stephen AuslO plund, late of Frankfort, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition that her
dower may be assigned her in the real estate of said
deceased.
Ordered, That the said Sarah give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order
to be published three weeks successively iu
the

Liberty, in
Maine, wife
E. Colby, formerly of said Liberty, now of
Santa Clara Cnlitorni t, respectfully libels and gives

Your obedient servant
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Count)/ of Waldo fan the first Tues■ lay "f
January. 1S72.
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Those of our citizen* who have visited the
Maugm House, will remember 3!r Font, the
obliging clerk there, and r< ad the following letter w 1th pleasure:
1 a L IV.'mi: July 1T», 1*71.
Mk. James I. Fellows—Sir: I obtained
three bottles ot your *\ rup of 11 ypophoophites
from Hegeinan A Co\. N.-w York, and to its
us'
I ascribe cassation of cough, return of appetite, removal ot pa ns from which T had
greatly suffered in the back and chest, and
greatly increased expectoration: for several
months my system ha- suffered a drain of nearly
a pint.expev torated every morning and evening
caused (the doctors tell me.) from wasting of
lung tissue. Your Syrup lias certainly work'd
wonders, and greatly surprised my friends, so

Largs Embezzlement of Silk.

V )■ K.isrpoi*t S-mtin“l say> that the Iron
A\ «.rk'- :tt Pembroke, have been running steadv for the 'a.st two weeks,
giving employment
to ih ! iboring class.

of

h

(’.Him

Boston, Nov. 20,
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clerk writes home to Ins sweetheart,
A
'•Can't marry you this winter, our tirm don't
aduTtix1: business is awful dull, and 1 willed
my wage.- cut down, if the firm don't burst up
altogether. So let us postpone until '~2.

!

by Telegraph

SPECIAL DESPATCHES TO TIIE JOURNAL.
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THIS VALUABLE SALVE IS SOLD BY ALL
DEALERS IN MEDICINES.
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plete the Baptist church have been secured, and j Itheumatism,
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! "ay- that coral insects, by building reefs, will
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1’ortland Argus says that
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picked up Sa‘unlay night drunk and reIn tlie evening he wa-used Sun lay morning.
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were

Lcommister man went t.» I»-•-1 -m iking his
d elothe- were unpipe the oilier night. The
usually warm for a -Imr: lime, and then the
bed
Hofhes.
have
man didn't
any
in Fond du I.e. Wi- m.i-m there i- a man
who is almost literally ‘‘a- him id as he is long.”
lie is but live and a hah fei
high, and weighs
435 pounds.

Reports from all part- of Cuba state that the
growing sugar me i- in an excellent condition
and a large crop i- exp -ctcd.
I he freight business of the Maine Central
Railroad was n. ver s<> large in the month of
November b.-fore, and is constantly increasing,
so that more
roiling stock is imperatively
<•

needed.
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New I/m

were

Ion.

lost
The

bodies of 10 base been recovered.

Burglars entered and completely ransacked

Bangor, carryof K. P. Baldwin,
worth ol silverware, clothing off about
ing and other articles.
Bovvdoin College has six new Professors on
(lie Board of instruction and Coyernmont.

the house

Mexico is

<

A

It is

Revolution in

found

\ L mi-iana mm 1
r wa- ready, nay. glad
For throe
to lie hanged ude n his !nm* eann*.
I', t 11 ten to forty reporters
week- 111' I a -!
had been allow- I to inti rview him daily.
■

in

[n this city, 2(5 th inst., by Rev. W. O. Thomas,
Samuel Simonton of Rockland, and Kdna Warren of
this city.
In tins city,Nov. 10, by Rev. W. L. Brown, Henry
Condon and Hannah Dickey, both of B.
In this city, Nov. 12, by Rev. H. Murphy, Bcthucl
Newcomb and Anna Harkness, both of B,
In this city, Nov. 12, by Rev. .1. Adams, James F.
Knowlton ot Waldo and Georgia Roberta of Jack-

goes

tion.

Irish,

The

Mexico.

again convulsed by
Mexicans,

always

as

was

revolu-

said of the

ji
j;

In Rockland, Nov. 20, Thomas Joy of I*., and Kivu
Lindsey of No. Haven, Also Nov. is, C. if. Pendleand Evio Farrington both of K.
.^ranr i—m—runrrmn-t-i—r T-nm«-«-—ranrrrr

DIED.
[Obituary notices, beyond the date, name and aye,
must be paid for.]
In this city, Nov. 0, W. P. .Michaels, aged 50

Sciatica is a pain beginning at the hip, and
follows tin: course of the sciatic nerve, and is
a purely neuralgic or nervous pain,
ji generally
To cure, use Kenne's Pain-Killing Magic Oil on
the painful parts, and also in the hollow of the
If the blood be in a very low state, a
foot.
preparation of iron must be given ut the same
tinu—but. the Magic oil alone generally cures.
S. A. Howes & Co. wholesale agents.
;

Symptoms
SOME

OK

of
THE

A

years.
In this city, Nov, 21, Capt. Isaac Dunbar, aged 01
years.
In Rockland, Nov. 10, Miles Andrews, aged 52
years.
In Thomaston, Nov. 8,.Elizabeth Peabody, aged 5<»
years.
In Hope, Nov. 8, Edward True.

like eating
a

liver Complaint,
DISEASES PRODUCED

long

SHIP

time

and

of

BY IT.

Motice of Foreclosure.

ton

[ Powders."

sallow or yellow skin, or yellowish brown
spots on the face and other parts of the body;
■■KightiiiR like devils for conciliation,
and drowsiness with frequent headdullness
Ami hating each other for the love of God.”
ache ; dizziness, bitter or bad taste in the mouth,
All over that unhappy country are ex- dryness of throat and internal heat; palpitation,
with sore
a
tensive uprisings against Juarez. Cities in many cases dry teasing cough,
throat, unsteady appetite, raising of food, chokor
in
heaviness,
sensation
are besieged lay the rebels; armies are
throat;
distress,
ing
bloated or full feeling about the stomach and
mustering in the different States; Gov- sides, pain in sides, back or breast, and about
ernors aro
“pronouncing” against the shoulders: colic pain and soreness through the
with beat; constipation, alternation
Government; and general dissatisfaction bowels,
with frequent attacks of diaraheea; piles, flatulence, nervousness, coldness of extremities;
reigns.
rush of blood to bead, with symptoms of apGen. Quiroge, formerly a follower of
poplexy, numbness of limbs, especially at night;
Corold chills alternating with hot flashes, kidney
Maximillian holds the Bio Grande;
and urinary difficulties; female weakness, dulltina is in arms at Camargo; Diaz is forand gloomy
ness, low spirits, uusocubility
of above symptoms
tifying himself at Oaxaca against the forebodings. Only few
in any ease at one time.
to
be
present
likely
loyal troops; Saltillo is besieged by the All who use Dr. Pierce’s Alt. Ext. or Golden
Complaint and its
rebels, and the Government troops have Medical Discovery for Liver
Sold by
are loud in its praise.
A general re- Complications,
been routed at Durango.
567
all first-class Druggists.
of
December.
first
the
is
volt
expected by
“Come here, you mischievous little rascal,
Juarez has called upon Congress for you.” “Won’t you lick me, father!” “No.”
“Will you swear you won’t?” “Yes.” “Then
extraordinary powers, and doubtless con- I won’t come, father, for parson Atwood says,
that he who swears will lie.”
siders his situation dangerous.
are

son.

-beep, thick wind, broken wind, and roaring,
and for all obstructions of the Kidney’s in
horses, use “Sheridan's Cavalry Condition

Whv is kissing your sweetheart
soup with a fork? Recausc it takes
to get enough of it.

WANTED—A Female Correspondent by a young
about thirty. Object, to beguile the lonely
hours of winter life. Send l'hotograph it convenient.
A Dark Haired CorresNo objection to Widows.
pondent preferred. Address
HARRY HARWOOD, Rockland, Me.
Care 1*. O. Rox, 353.
3\v‘20*

]

NEWS.

New Youk, Nov. 21.
Barque .1. II. McLawon,
of Hast port, lienee for Aspinwall, with coal, anchored
mst night north of (Jeduays channel. At low water
she commenced to strike heavy, and sprung aleak.
This morning she was taken in tow. to return, and
was soon found to be sinking rapidly.
The crew
were taken oil' and the vessel grounded just north of
the buoy on the Knowles. The deck is level with
the water and it is blowing a gale from the SK., and
It Is feared she will go to pieces toa heavy sea.

of!

UNDERSIGNED hereby give notice that
will present to tlie next Legislature, of
petition lor a Railroad charter from some
point at or near the Northern terminus of the
Georges Valley Railroad, to a point upon either the
Maine Central or European and North American
Railroads, in the town of Hampden. Said road to
be located through the towns of Belfast, Waldo,
Swanvile, Monroe, Newburg, or Wiuterport. and

llampden.

Belfast,

Phii.o IIeksry.
N. F. Houston.
Wm. O. Poor.
II. H. Johnson,
a. H. Bradbury.
II. If. Forbes.
Wm. II. Foolf.r.
S. L. Millikkn.
Asa Thurlouoh.
1. R. Grant,
a. W. Rich.
A. I). Bean.
Nov. 28, 1871.
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Those in want of these

money by getting them here.
goods received by every steam-

Road.

House!

W ii 111

1

<•<immi i i i:k ok

m;

Balmoral
for 81.00, former

Skirts

price 8l.2o.

POUND PRIN TS
87 ets.—first

quality.

Cotton Flannels
at I t ets. per

yard.

CRASH
lo ets. per

hHl

a

Jr

4

N

Best in the world.

94

■

see

them.

For Sal© by all First-class Dealers.
WHOLESALE ROOMS,
GILES,WALES & CO. 13 Maiden Lane, New York.
8wl8

S P I IT I T IT A Lj I S M
AND CLAIRVOYANCE

EXPOSED!
By means of which secret yon mav at once become
SPIRITUALIST or CLAIRVOYANT. Sent to
any address on receipt ot 25 cts.
Prof, c. HELLER, Box 300, Station A., Boston,
a

Mass.

RECEIVED, and now in stock, all the now
ot Ladies’ Hats, Ribbons, Velvets and
And will receive by every boat all the
New Styles as they come into Market.
*11** HOWE*, our former Milliner re
cently from Boston, will take charge of the Trimming Department. I’lease call and see ur extensive
stock before purchasing, as all goods will be sold as
chcaja^u the cheapest, and perfect satisfaction given.
lowiti
MISS A. WELLS.

JUST
styles
Flowers.

I

Ask your Jeweller to

Winter Millinery.

1KN

coming

4wl8

Whitney's Neals Foot Harness Soap!
STEAM

Trade
Mark
OmlO

REFINED.

It Oils, Blacks, Polishes, and Soaps
at the same time. Put up in lirge and
small size boxes, also in
lb. bars.
Has been in use lor years and gives
perfect satisfaction. Send stamp lor
our WAVKKLY.
Address
G. F. WIIITNEY & GO.,
50 Milk St., Boston, Mass.

^

7 1

uku ,\si

‘2.
i.Yt

\

>

..

prices.

IN

Form-

price $1.2'>.

CHRISTMAS

Straw Matting, Feathers,

Burkett’s.

EjpNow is tho time to secure your Fall
anti Winter goods at low rates. Call and
examine

will make

the

we
our goods, and
prices pleasant to one and

all.

BURKETT,

Hayford Block, Chnrcli St,, Belfast, Me.

an«l

(Faro,

i>

V

PRESENTS,

Can find the largest. and best variety over offered in
town and at tin* lowest prices at my now store in
Fish’s Block, occupied by S. M. Morse. Hemem(iKOKGK It MSS.
ber tho place,
Waldoboro, Nov. 13, Isn.
6wl‘.i
I LT( HIL

OIL CARPETS,

GEO. W.

oi\jfTJ

WVM

Paper II.in^in^-u.

1

Nice Shirts and Drawers at 87 ets.

at

tor

Fancy (>to»d«, Toy*,

Furnishing Goods

Ilcmp Carpets,

FORD HAl.!.,

Book**, Ktatimierj.

GrEINTT’S

&e.,

\

•—

\V. II. II. MURRAY. I!iur.‘.lav, Oct Ju.
To be followed by
Hon. WILLIAM PARSONS.
CKOKt.L VAMiKNIloKK,
l'rol. K, S. MOK>K,
Mrs. A LICK HI TToN
BLACK’S STICK HOP 1 MOM,
L>r. A. A. W 1 LLK l>,
OLIVK LUCAN,
DU C11AILLU,
HORACE UKKKLK1.
For Sale at tho
Tickets for the Course $-.50.
Bookstores.
Belfast, Got. 3, 1871.
tft.'i

!tV/“ai.i.

Beaver Mohairs

er

f 1

Removal! Removal!

yard.

at reduced

LKC! UKKs, :.t 11A
o
a- toli-u\

ol

the

(’rocker*

U. 8.WATCH CO.(Giles,Wales&Co.)

< >

1 urn has tin ‘lonor to aniM iiiu-.' t.> cit i/.-ns and ih<
public K' neralh t lint t lit have arranged t•»r a coiith.

want

at

F<»r t h<
'piiL

er.

COURSE

LECTURE

goods

save

Fresh

1ST E W

_

a

all»in

of Machines tor family use or
manufacturing purpo-cs, are invited to call an i
It save-, one-half
see this labor-saving invention.
the labor. It cannot turn the wrong way. It has
It
no dead centres, and can be stopped instantly.
places the machine under the pi rlect control ->t the
Ihe injurious
of
feet
alone.
use
the
bthe
operator
fleets resulting from the constant use of the .-i wing
Machines are entirely obviated by the use of this
rilMADLH IhHVKR. It can be seen in operation
on all kinds of machines at our Salesroom.

Rail

N O TIC K.

Maine,

Adaptf>l

f

Fastina Philbrook
rpilE UN1.) 10Its 1 (jNED,
1 Frankfort, Count v ot Waldo, hereby gives pub- j
lie notice that on the 17th day of November, 1858, ;
Annie Daney of Frankfort, County of Waldo, con\n. -»- Matliinu ton Street.
veyed in mortgage to said Fastina Philbrook, the j
following described ical estate, (said deed is recorded j
next door to Jordan, Marsh & Co.'s.
Agents
in Waldo Registry oi Deeds, vol. 157, page 51), viz
l-wis
wanted.
A certain parcel of land together with the buildings
HILL, HOLMES &. CO.
thereon standing, situate in Frankfort, on the east
side ot Marsh Stream, (so called), and bounded as
follows:
Beginning at the Southeast corner of
William Wentworth’s lot; thence South 11- East 15
rods by land ot the late Jonathan Treat to the North
line of i’oint Farm to stake and stones; thence ?8V
BURNHAM STATION.
West 11 3-f roils by said lino to the centre of town
road ns it now runs; thence Northwesterly by the
above House is now opened lor the
The
centre of said road about 10 rods to the South line
accommodation oi the travelling public.
of said Wentworth’s lot ; thence North 70° East
The subscriber hopes by strict attention
10 1
rods by land of said Wentworth’s to the place
to the wants of his guests to receive a full share of
of beginning, containing one halt acre more or less.
their patronage.
The conditions of said mortgage having been:
JT. |». IIIIOIT.'V, Proprietor,
broken bv reason wnereot I claim a foreclosure,
FASTINA PHILBROOK.
18
Nov. 6, 1871.
It*
Nov.
1871.
21,
Frankfort,

night.

r|HlK
they

Treadle Power!

man

the Public.

11 r iTm.

1 ho members of the \\ alilo County
Agricultural
Society are her. by notitie.i to meet at the Court
House, Belfist, S iturday, December 1<>. 1S7I, nt 10
o’clock, A. M.,to see whether they will sell iheir
property or assess their sharo-s to pay the debts ot
the Society.
Kvery member will seg that if is n .piestion of dollars and cents and that it will he for their interest to
be present.
1’ki: Orhhr.
3w2«
Belfast, Nov. 21, is?I.

rpni!¥lTV

NCIIOOI.

CAXTDKX,

T

MAIS K.

English and Classical Family Board ini? School lor
Boys. Winter Term begins .Ian. 4, IS7J. For CataKev. B. W. ATVVKI.I., Hector.
logue, addresi
2mv>0sp

I—
From William Winter’s

new

volume of

Poems.]

I pistol, and listened.

The peach tree next
The horses moved
about so restlessly that 1 heard but little
A SONG OP RUIN.
of the conversation, but that little I iound
of personal interest to mysell.
Who cares Tor nothing, alone is free;
! d.»wn, good fellow, and drink with me.
1 give, as nearly as 1 can remember,
HL18K,HEEXi: & CO’S Fluid Extract
i the
wonderful remedy for Cancer, Ayphili*,
fragments of dialogue between my The
'ih m careless heart and a merry eye,
Merofula.
Ulcers, ,PnInionary C’om plaint*
1
host and the man whom I recognized as Male Hheuni, and all C hronic Hlood Hi*II
will laugh at the world as the world goes
«> ,«*<**. is prepared liom the Ciennine Ciindur! the elder of my two robbers,
by.
unsro Hark, from Loja, Ecuador, pecued by the
i “When did he come?”
!i laughs at power, and wealth, and
assistance of the authorities of that country. It is
fame;
Ilf laughs al virtue, he laughs at shame;
“Wall, the sun might have been about the most effective, prompt and certain alterative and
lilood purifier known. Sold by all Druggists,
tour hours.”
II
laughs at hope, and he laughs at fear,
in pint bottles, having on them our nnm>, trade
“lias his horse give out!”
\nd at memory’s dead leaves, crisp and sere;
mark and directions. Send tor a circular. Office
1 failed to hear the answer, but was and Laboratory, No. 00 Cedar.St., N. Y.
!!'• laughs at the future, cold and dim—
tempted to shout out, “No!”
N > earth nor heaven is dear to him.
“Gray coat, buckskin breeches.” (My
<
that is the comrade, tit for me,
dress.)
He cares for nothing, his soul is free;
“Going to Mariposa at seven in the
Free as the soul of tin* fragrant wine:
morning.”
Sit down, good fellow—my heart is thine.
“I guess I wouldn’t round here.”
T II E
A low muttered soliloquy in Spanish
F< r I heed not custom, creed, nor law;
I --are for nothing that ever I saw.
wound up with a growl.
“No, Antonc, not within a mile of theIn Very city my cups 1 quart*,
* U I’AiiE*.
OVKIt O* K^THiM
Vud over my liquor 1 riot and laugh.
place."
|
Printed in Two Color#, on superb Tintkp
“Sta buen.”
Tin* (ireuteNt Nuci‘<*nm of tlie .lg«*.
I laugh like the cruel and turbulent
wave;
1*A1*KR. Four Hundred Fngra v ing-# of
oi
me
oi
me
wilt
1 laugh at the church, and I laugh at the
compresseu jumnie
Flow or#. Phinis. an«l Vegetable#. with
grave. i!
final sentence 1 got but the one word, Descriptions, and
Ha ugh tit joy, and well I know
“buckshot.” The Spaniards mounted, and
Fli.it 1 merrily, merrily laugh at woe.
TWO COLORED PLATES.
liie sound of their spurs and horses’ hoot's
Under Congress Hall,
I i» rrihly laugh with an oath and a sneer,
Directions and plans lor making Walks, Lawns,
soon died away in the north, and 1 lay for
nen I think that the hour of death is near.
&C. The handsomest and best Floral Duide
Dardens,
p k i f. a
s t a p f p s,
half an hour revolving all sorts of plans. in the World. All for Ten Cents, to those w ho
For 1 know that Death is a guest divine
The safest course seemed to slip out in think of buying Seeds. Not. a quarter the cost.
for the Mtaie of .Tlaliit1 ami
W ho shall drink my blood as I drink this wine.
sold
ol'
isr
1.
the darkness, and tly on foot to the moun- Joo.Ooo
\«»o ltrnik*io i( k.
JAMES VICK,
Address,
A nd lie « arcs for nothing ! a king is He!
tains, abandoning my good Kaweah ; but
Rochester, S. 1
»'.uni* on, old fellow, and drink with me!
I thought of his noble run, and it seemed
-Agents wanted in every town in the Shite..#*
to me so wrong to turn my back on him,
Wilh you 1 will drink to the solemn Past,
It has been about one and one-halt years since the
YEAR.
50 th
I rose
n.ough tin* cup that I drain should be my last. that 1 resolved to unite our fate.
University Mediciiu s were introduced into this State.
the opposition iroin the Faculty,
watch up to
Notwithstanding
I v\ ill drink to the phantoms of love and truth ; cautiously, and, holding my
YORK
OBSERVER the sale is daily increasing.
NEW
Thousands of'certificates
the moon found that 1 '2 o’clock had just
fin- ruined manhood and wasted youth.
can bo presented it necessary, but if the following
for 1ST,’.
Year
Book
$■»
Annum,
including
per
then taking from my pocket a live
are not sulUcient to satisfy the most sceptical, 10,000
passed,
v
1
111 drink to th» woman who wrought my
A
CO.. additional ones would be useless.
dollar gold piece, 1 laid it upon the stand NIIIXEY E. tl 011 II IS, Jit.,
CATAUKII, (the mother of consumption,') ScrofIll Park How. Y«*« York.
I;* iIn* diamond morning of Long Ago;
by my bed, and in my stocking lent, with
ula, Salt Uheuin, and many other diseases hitherto
SAMPLE COPIES FREE.
considered incurable, readily yield under treatment
clothes in my hands, started noiselessmy
a heavenly face, in sweet
repose:
of the University Medicines.
I' the lily’s snow and the blood of the ros *;
ly tor the earrol. A fierce bull dog, who
FFMALF DISFASKS treated with perfect suchad shown no disposition to make friends
cess.
Having treated over two hundred cases within
1
tin* splendor, caught from'Orient skies,
the last three months, 1 consider it sale to warrant
with me, bounded from the open door ot
That thrilled in the dark of her hazel eyes—
a
perfect cure to '.*•'» cases out of every one hundred,
I
IV
the
611'*the proprietor to my side. Instead of tearof
ft>i
fmSend
sample copy
without cauterization or the least exposure.
•!
LGI l>l. IK, a lir-t class weekly journal,
TV | \
argc
yes w ild with the lire of the .South— ing me, as I had expected, lie licked
SP1.K.M*AT<>Ulllld-;A, the greatest destroyer of
my published
\u i the dewy wine of her warm, red mouth.
by the New York Stale Convent ion oi humanity on the lace of the Ulobe. How many behands ami fawned about my feet.
of
11‘r.
l niversalDts, and containing the Sermons
wail tin lo- s of precious vitality without having the
50 per vear. Adwill .Irink to tin thought of a better time;
E. II I'll 4 ■■■!¥. Terms
slightest idea ot ilie cause, their manhood is daily
Reaching the corral gate, I dreaded dress,
Publisher C IftltlftTlAX I E4IH H
:
innueenoe. gone like a death-bell ehime.
vanishing and thby are gliding into a state ot hopeopening it at once, remembering the rusty
less decay. I ha;\ treated over live hundred eases
Kroadway, .1 «*n 1 »rk City.
w
drink t«» the shadow of coming doom:
ot tin- malady
hinges, so I Imng my cloth s upon an upwijthin six months with the Univer1
»
!!)•• phantoms that wait in my lonely tomb.
has lb sity Medicines wijih perlect success.
The Dec. No., price
per bar of the fence, and. cautiously liftQ
l'ersons
ill
it*:
wit h diseases will please call or
IMano
ami
Instrl
Vocal
pieced
! w
drmk to my soul in its terrible mood,
ing the bitch, began to pudi back the gate,
send and get a'iook irei- wherein they will find
in sheet form.
Music, worth
inch by inch, an operation which required
their dis.-as; i\j| ained, and necessr ry remedies.
>.mly and solemnly understood.
We will mail two back Nos. tor
I K<; STAIM.KS.
Addle-s
me eight or ten minutes; then I walked
41 Jj| A n A I o<)c., tour for i*Uo., or .lan. to Dee.
l'|l*;~>o
\
last of all. to the Monarch of Sin,
Congress St,, Portland, Me.
-*5, (.regular price, $:*..)
1, lor
His man- fHllluluAL lhmnd
Who has conquered that fortress and reigns
up to Kaweah and patted him.
sides
lor
Is?
I, gilt
copies
and edges, >.». l’he Music is by
(Vrti ticatc,** of <Tir<*«.
ger was empty : he had picked up the last
kernel of barley. The creature’s manner fcj ^ViTLl! VHavs, Thomas, Kmk- I, tiounod.*
w ith Serofulaand Salt llheum
M\ siuht js fading—it dies away—
I flLlet i Address .1. 1., l-i. n: US. all*. all I have111«beenI alllieted
was full ot curiosity, as if he had never
li.n e been under treatment ol eleven
I eannot tell—is it night or day v
my
Broadway, N. V. I*. (>. Box at'J'.i.
misand all the lime grew worse.
called)
eians,
ph\
been approached in the night before. SupNo tougu can
.1 what my mi fieri ngs wire, with
M> h. art is burnt and blackened with pain,
& FAST ASLEEP/
catarrh. disea-ed lung--, a tearful cough, tny limbs,
pressing his ordinary whinnying, he preAn
horrible darkness crushes my brain.
,i
*10.00
wrist and hand
sore-, no appetite, badly
served a motionless, statue-like silence. I
pair ot superb french disea-ed incident:miming
i to my m \. Though young, I 1 fit
iniiot see you.
The end is nigh;
was in terror least
Oil Chromo*5--subjects
by a neigh, or some FIFE
was a burden to ini.
t ia: lilt
I u t his dreadtul conHot
w ’ll laugh together before I die.
SIZE—exquisite lac-.-imiles of original oil dition, through the advice ol
nervous movement, hi* should awaken the
tiieml.I called on
Paintings, (J1YF.X AWAY to every ,-ubscriber to the proprietor ot the New York I'nivtrsity Medi! a ’i_di awful chasms I plungt and fall!
sleeping proprietor and expose my plan
UE.VHY U411I1 IkCEClIERN
cine-. in ‘old m m\ ca-e was doubtful, but would
'i on! !i:»nd. good follow ! 1 dit—that’s all.
The
and
the
corral
were
do tlie he-t he could, I eomimmeed taking his mediopen square
(IKEAT El I’KKAKY, KEEKJIOUS, WEEKLY
j
I half covered with lose stones; when I i XEWSPAPEK. Agents having great success! One cines April Kill and am tree from the above
Mrs. III.N If Y .X'NKS,
Almost.
took l.oo* names in !! months; another C.Tj in :;.T troubles.
•
of
the
clatter
of
Kaweah’s
shoes
thought
\\ ot brook, Me.
.July to. 1>. I.
day-, another 11^ in one week: one 17 ill one day,
1
a
ot
and
iu.trouble,
!iii!'', mail! tin* pauses of our rare u11< 1
experienced
j and many others equally well, making Irom $7» and
feeling
Nome tin.
1 was persuaded by my
to
Takes
on sight
An
old
molilhsago
$lo
$10
strife.
meditated
oft*
on
unper
day.
agent
foot,
again
running
wib to like the
niver-ity Medieim>. My bealtli
■•nit
:i
<11*in11 yearning for a aol>ler lift*—
til the idea struck me of niuHling the iron ! who know's, says: “1 think it the best busiuess lor and
mind was -o idly atb cted tbat my friends becanvassers ever ottered.
Sorry 1 did not engage
'•nine deeper purpo.se, for :t light divine,
feet.
tor
sab ty. In a week alter coinKaweah
would
not
came
alarmed
allow
sooner.”
belter
than
ny
book
A
Ordinarily
I’ljs
any
1
agency.
"iir darkened pathway some pare star to
lie Mc.iicine, I t* It great relict. 1
mi in ing to take
me to lift his fore ft cl at all.
The two rare chance to make money.
j
am now as well as tny other man. My wile has been
LOCAL ACJEYTT* H AYm>
blacksmiths who shod him had done so :.t j
lor
long time ill eh d with disease that has batlled
\m 1 we almo-t euteh the meaning life portrays:
kill id' our !"■-! ph; -ieians -ome ol w liioh protin
the peril of their lives, and whenever 1 Intelligent men and women wanted everywhere. It
Almost lose, in adoration, life’s dark days;
you wish good territory, semi early lor circulars and
ii on need lie
arablm
ml-r treatment ot the
had attempted to pick up his hind !'.*.*t he j terms! ,1. IE El)IU>"& (HE, J7 Park Place, Ni
\ inio^r sec the end triumphant drawing
-i'. Miditiiv'
has greatly imi.-, her health
nigh—
had warned me away
York. 11 Hromlield St., Ho-ton, .Ma-<; > \Y.-i I proved. Any oio doubt ing, will please call at No. ii
>
the ^igns of \ ..-lory bending from the sky ;
by dangerous Madison
S'., Chicago, HI.
l.incob; stru t, oi at repair shop Mrand Trunk
so I approached him
timidstamps;
very
<;!:ou<.k KiN«;si;i;uY.
i>e; ot.
\|most grasp the seeret of eternal things;
A i!n«»>t >i'f the gleaming of immortal wingsj
ly, and was surprised to find that lie al1'urtland, Aug. >, l>7i.
A€«EVr* MA\Tt:i» I'OIS
\ miost hear the answer to our
lowed me to lift all four of his foot withlonging cry :
\ most know the wherefore to our ceaseless
out the slightest objection. As 1 stooped
To the Agent oi I T iversily Medicines at Watervillc.
why ;
down he nosed me over, and nibbled j
Ml. i; M::s. Fi.oi'mc -I think it my duty to ad\ I most-But hereafter, O, glad soul of mine
dress on with a le v lines stating my cure with your
playfully at my hat. In constant dread
The History of the War between France ami HerI have been afflicted
K*‘ap the full fruition of this cross of thine:
lest he should make some noise, 1 hurried many, embracing also Paris under the Commune, wmidi Ini catarrh sjieeilic
/\n nr what now hut darkly through tile glas.s
with catarrh ever si nee a child ami have spent a great
lb" illustrations; 01.’ pages; price, .sj.h
mo
to mu tile his fore feet with
trousers
my
o!
am >ng our lir-t doctors, and h-i'e
deal
money
appears;
sold. I lie only complete work. Nothmil shirt, and then, with rather more care copies alre.oly
heard id without obtaining any
t: ing
raid the perfect answer to thy woe and te ns.
ing equals it to sell. M iking 10,(toocopies per month trie ii every
relief. 1 am cured by using your (.bitarih Npecilic.
to tie upon his hind feet mv coat and
now.
In English and (ii rman. Terms unequalled.
answ.
ail enquiries.
I
am
to
tlien.
faint-hearted
!
-urage.
willing
Outlit
b.
Address H. S. (It lODSPEE 1 > & CO.,
pilgrim With the drawers.
A. i;r I I KKTILI.M, Watervillc, Me.
Mrs. 1
blest,
H7 Park Kow. New Y ork.
of
the
\t life’s weary ending, cornelh
ahead
Knowing nothing
country
peaceful rest \
1 >;• live years 1 Ji ve still'' red with catarrh, a bad
\i:- r life’s long supplication, heaven is swe-i!
of me, and fearing that 1 might again
Solicited b> -Tit \ \
< «..
consumptive mg! and pain in my leftside. I bad
After life’s great tribulation, jov complete!
have to run for it, I determined at all cost
l'ublishers S> iniiiir Ameriemployed s.veral hy-miaiis and have paid them
o ,-rland Monthly.
lie least
ova
.* loll without
to water him.
benefit. I liaveusid $(i
can, .17 Prtrli
V.
Groping about the corral
worth of the I'niv i-i'ty Medicines, and am relieved
Twenty-live cars’ expo? ience.
and barn, and at last finding a bucket,
trot >!> s.
Irom he iiliin
Pamphlets
Latent l.aw-, with fnii dicontaining
and descending through the darkness to rections how to obtain Patents
JOHN .SHAW, *\’
1 < o.n'I St., Portland, Me.
tree.
A bound volumcot 1 i>
A California Adventure.
the stream, I brought him a full
panes, containing tie Teu
draught <>'•»«»
w i:h Scrofula all
11a.■ be* u tro .!
d
I
count ie> and all large c.tie-.
by
|u Kiigravmy lifetime,
which he swallowed eagerly, when I tied
From the Atlantic Monthly for October.
In ad (*ii seven years, and have
ing> ot Mechanical Movement-, Latent
awand j and Neuralgia in :i
my shoes on the saddle pommel, and led rules lor obtaining Latent-, mailed on receipt «.|
piiy naans irom Maine to New York
j consulted good! cue!
iow:inl the late
:
without
whatever.
I
have
cents.
taken six
any
afternoon, trotting the horse slowly out of the corral gate,
bottles ol tlie cane T plant, rial one and one-half ul
• town a
gentle forest slope, I name in sight holding him linnly by the bit, and feeling
I.T\i a and a little ol some other kinds,
tin N« uralgi
"f a ntinilu-r of ranche
t vrth ni I ever was before in my
and 1 now lee!
buildings, group- his nervous breath pour out upon mv ff
O is oil. red (n*t‘ <1111 iiig ih- oniiiur year
ed about a central open space.
life. 1 eanu-'t say with Mr. Munsey, that I led
A small hand.
to every subscriber of
.Merry*. M a scum, tlie fob‘do twenty >a ar- y< univr, hi ing only twenty-eight, but
'•tiN'-tm llovved by the
Blade, Potucrm *s 1 >emoerat.
1
'V hen wi* nail walked
out-buildings and
I never fe:t so young to my knowledge in
can say
perhaps a quarter I
"■•mud among chaparral-covered spurs be- of a mile. I
inv lite.
and listened. All ! whielj is an evidence of its wortu ami
stopped
M
Mrs. A.
W. FOSTKK, Wilton. Me.
h»wpopularif'
Considerable crops of grain had was
quiet, the landscape lying bright and llorac Creelev, .1:11,|: Paitoii, Theodor- liiton.
I 'ceil gathered into a corral, and a mimdistinct in full moonlight/ 1 unbound the
iMted In
Lc'ltcr,
Jail
li
nmlt,>n,
b»-r of liorsfs were quietly straying about.
wrappings, shook from them as much
Mn
bottle ol your extract of
'I ft with all the evidences of considerable dust as
In
it
dressed
oilers
and
then
three
.:•«>
clubbing,
lirst-el
possible,
myself,
my little boy of Si roluia of !.»
peri nlieils
li I
Mould write all clay I could
possession, the whole place had an air of mounting started norhtward on the Mari- for the price oi one of tli mm. A variety of preiniuins
on equally, liberal terms. It is an original, lir-t-cl ;>!ii
.-uH'erings. We employed
Mispicious, mock repose. Hiding into the posa trail with cocked pistol.
Volume
X
magazine.
begins with dm.
mu n :ii t.
Three
11 is sores tire all
I
saw that one of the buildopen square,
In soft dust we traveled noiselessly for
liealed ai :
apji if.' peril cth well. We think it
S' 'era!
ings was a store, and to this I rode, tying a mile or so,
uUr friends are inkfrom
passing
open country
!i good success.
Kaweah to the piazza post.
into groves of oak and thickets <>t chap- S. S.
Mis. WM. .J. I.KW1S.
WOOL), Acwburgli, X. V.
I thought the world slumbered when I
parraf.
beheld the sole occupant of this country
Without warning I suddenly came up- i
>outh Paris, leb.
I'd.
i f} sT (
•ct
-lore, a red-faced man in pantaloons and on a
1M;. ST.U i.t.s—1>
r:—['he medicine 1 got at
smouldering lire close by tl.e trail, ;
-liirt. who lay on his hack upon a counter and in the shadow descried two
your p.'ace, .) ,i n. J i, lias done wonders lor me. It is
j
*t ill
sleeping
all you recommetul
to b>
last asleep, thi! handle of a revolver
be'ASTHMA*."
lonns, one stretched on his back snoring
You may make my use of the above you think j
-ii live uiiuu;e.H, w infudagrasped in his right hand. It seemed to heavily, the other lying upon his lace,
Your truly,
SKT11 MOlUSU.
II iy l;'i or an ! H.
proper.
(Add. It.
me if I were to wake him
I’
-i
'-ii'.
is bei ii floated lor the
Pri. ••. }$2 jier box.
up a little too pillowing liis head upon folded arms.
past lour
paid, on i.'i-eint of price.
years by dillereut pit sicians lor cancer.
suddenly lie might misunderstand my : I held my pistol aimed at one of the
rM. H. MI'.Ml \M .X CO., -MO linn
V.
[way,
.d by ,.;i Dit.eci-'-.
I*. 0. Box sW4i.
presence and do some accidental damage : wretches and rode by without
This may certify that I had been sullenug with
waking
-o
1 stopped back and poked Kaweah,
the ‘•liheumatism,’' for live months, and at that time
Kavveah in the thickest dust.
them,guiding
EXl'S
%%
—Agents make more mon- it seized my right hip and leg down to the foot.
making him jump and clatter his hoofs,
It keyed me up to a high pitch. I turnBusirids the phvsici in- called “.Sciatic.” 1 tried many
ey at work lor us than at anything else.
id at once the proprietor sprung to tin* ed around in the
saddle, leaving Kavveah ness light and permanent. Particulars free. (. > rin- kinds id highly eijommendcd medicines which 1
so.N Jk
Line Art Publishers, Portland, Maine.
Still 1 got no reltef lor seven
took lor tin blood
■loor, looking flustered and uiica-v.
to tollovv the trail, and
kept my eyes
months more, till tl
time doing my best, with as
I asked him if lie could accommodate riveted on the
forms until they
sleeping
A JIOSTII ! Horse furnished.
Kx- gooi^ advisers as w have in our city. Finally 1 calltf/.OC
me for the afternoon and
id tit the New Yo|ik University ilrancli, and the
night, and take were lost in the distance, and then I felt
11.
Ii.
Me.
peases paid.
SHAW, Alfred,
proprietor said lie ec old help me. So 1 commenced
ire of my horse; to which lie
replied in safe.
on his medicine, and in tour weeks I thought 1 felt
a
1 fullered with Catahimi
VTORHIHLE.
very leisure manner that there was a
eks I was at.de to leave
relit
and in
We galloped over many miles of trail
my
1 1 thirty years, and was cured in six weeks by a earn* t,at home, igli!
been well up to this time,
d, and something to cal, and hay, and
enjoying a sunrise, and came at last to simple remedy, and will send the receipt, postage tin-' e monllis
h
«!.
1*A \ I i> K KA/Kli.
that if I was inclined to take the chances,
where J deposited my gold, free, to all afflicted. Address ltev. T. .1. MKAP,
Mariposa,
An;
Portland,
Drawer 17*5, Syracuse, N. Y.
I might stay.
and then went to bed and made up
my
irs 1 have sutlered w itli Scrofula
For twenty-live
being in mind to take the chances, 1 lost sleep.
bi tter.
and Sait Kheutn,
Have paid out lllliidid siav, and my host walked out with me
dreds ol dollars, and been treated by several lirstt.i
class ph;.sicians wit iout Ik m tit.
Some four weeks
California's
latest
I
curiosity is a rooster
ha
ing the Unix rsity Medicines,
ago, 1 commenced
with two sets of legs—one on his back.
At the time my lore! ant and head were covered with
I ioated about for an hour or two, lind- i
A -i impound of
the skin ; also my tongue was
sores and sc.ilim ss
When he is weary of standing in his natuedged the best promoter of the t/rowth and beauty
covered With small .Peers. I am to-day Iree from
mg that a Chinese cook was the only other ral
of the hair. JOC. EUP.1TETT £ CO., Boston, Muss,
all the above trouble and can heartily recommend
position, it is gravely asserted, he
human being in sight, and then concliidbold by all druggists. Harare of imitations
these im dicines to ti
ulllietcd.
turns a complete somersault and walks
I to pump the landlord. A half hour’s
MI NSKY, g; Chestnut St.
oil' upside down, and when he takes a
Fort land, .1 an. -1.
trial thoroughlv disgusted me, and 1 gave
ATE l». lo give away $000,ooo worth of
drink
he immediately turns over, so as to 'IIJ'A
Medical Advice to the sick and alllictod. AdTY
I did, however, learn
up a-a had job.
As certain individi ds have reported that the above
swallow it more easily. But it is m a tree dress Dr. S. YORK, Auburn, Maine, or call at his
that he was a man of Southern birth, ol
ertilicate is lal
and my disease as bad as ever, 1
that he shows to greatest advantage, otlice, Lewiston, Lincoln Street, you will rcc. ive a wish to
light
ill side!" able
say, at tin* time I gave the above certificate,
h<n»k tree. See page Id, a repott of the late Dr. 'i.
education, which a brutal l or he is a
the
was not hail told.
terrible
In addition to the abov
and
when
thus
story
\V.
different
Medical Baths.
lighter,
Caki.To.v—twenty-four
life and depraved mind had not sufficed
himself looks like a revolving N. B.—A good chance for a Medical student. Apply my leg and back wer •covered with sores. 1 am now
well and leel at 1
t twenty years younger than 1
hilly to obliterate. lie seemed to care diverting
soon.
wheel, turning somersaults incessantly,
did before taking the remedies.
very little for his business, which indeed and
My advice to the aljllicted is to give the medicine a
kicking in every direction.
was small
trial and not to be d< tern d by the cry of humbug. It
enough, for during that time 1
cured me, it has cured many others. I believe the
-pent there not a single customer made
xtract of cancer pi mt will cure any blood disease
his appearance. The stock of goods I
in existence.
An Irishman, who was very near
sightl’rof. I’. Mich vki/s Medicines will remove any
observed on examination to he chiefly fireM UNsF.Y, J? Chestnut Str ut.
about
to
a
ed,
light duel, insisted that he of tin- above in eight d iys, no matter h »w long standPortland, June, in; 0.
arms, every manner of gambling apparashould stand six: paces nearer to his an- ing, and no scar or swelling will remain after healed.
tus and liquors, the few pieces of stuffs,
Agent’s price for removing them is from $10 to $15,
I ha.1 the Catarrh 0 had for seven years, that my
than the other did to him, and and
warranted to cure or no
Trial package by head bee line Contuse 1 and painlul. 1 was
barrels anil boxes of groceries, appeared tagonist
obliged to
that they were both to lire at the same mail lor either of the above,pay.
$i.f,o; <arli additional get up several time in the night to keep from
chokto be disposed rather for ornament than
lime. This beats Sheridan’s telling a lat one on same horse, 50 cts. Count v right for sale. I’. mg. I employi d s ii: of the best, physicians in the |
for actual sale.
Mich.
Mwmiaki., Owoseo,
country without hem lit. I was pci feet ly cured with
man who was going to light a thin one,
the Universitv Medic iues in three weeks.
From each of the man’s trousers pockets
that tin latter’s slim
to be
A. M. MO KUAN ,’Jf Cumberland St., Portland.
<1I A< K*. A victim f early i ml is- |
protruded the handle of a Derringer; be- chalked on the other’s ligure ought and
on the P* rtlaud & Odgensbur
Contractor
nervous
cretion,
causing
Kailroad,
debility, premature
portly person,
hind his counter were arranged in conFeh. 1H, ISM.
if the bullet him outside the chalk mark, decay, etc., having tried in vain (very advertised
Since giving tin* above certificate, I have been per
remedy, has discovered a simple means of self-cure,
euient position two or three doubleit was to go for nothing.
which he will send lo his feliow-sulfeicrs.
fectly free irom C.it .ihii, though I have been contin |
Address
barreled shot guns.
.1. 11. R KKVLb, 7S Nassau St., R V.
ually exposed to wet and colds.
I remarked to him that he seemed to
June 10, ls7U.
A. M. MOKCAN.
have a handily arranged arsenal, at which
Iii the “Life of liarham” an
I have been alllieted tor twenty y ears with Chronic
amusing
he regarded me a with a cool, quiet stare, anecdote is told of
1 havje spent hundreds of dollars tor
Kheuiniitisni.
iuh: k r> a n i>
King, the actor, who
medical treatment without benefit. Ten days ago, I
polished the handle of one ol his Derring- met a friend whose name lie had forgotthe University Medicines, ami 1 !
commenced
taking
ers upon his trousers, examined the
per- ten, and took him home to dinner. After
can truly say, i'. has been more benefit to me than all ;
cussion cap with great deliberation, and several
other treatment I ever received. My place ol busito
find
out
his
name,
attempts
MANTKA(JTl'KK11S <*K
1 .-hall tie pleased to answer
ness Is PC Peai 1 streiM.
then, with a nod of the head, intended to King said: “Mv friend and I have had a
all enquiries.
JOHN TURNKlt.
convey great force, said, “You don’t live dispute as to how you spell your name ;
Tvl
E
A.
L.
!
in these parts”—a fact for which I felt not indeed, we have laid a bottle of wine
A bo u ( :t year ago, I was so badly affected with
AND DEALKKS IN
Kidney 1 >isi-ast* :unl general debility. that I eould !
unthankful.
about it.” “Oh. with two p’s!” was the
scarcely attend to my business. I took a lew bottles
I In* man iIrani;
CORN, MEAL, OATS AND RYE ! ol University Medici io, ami have been well up to
brandy freely and often, answer
(’ll AS. K. DUTTON,
til*- present time.
and at intervals of about half an hour
*j“MKA Ij at Boston Market Brices, ami delivered
:j 1 *,* Congress St., I'ortlund,
to Shippers at the wharves, without
nailed to his side* a plethoric old eat named
R.VTIIl
A
C'HAHVE.
1 was allliete l w itli Sciatica lor three months most
“dospel,” stroke ! her with rervous rapid- beenminister asked a little hoy who had
>
All or iers promptly attended to.
converted, “Does not the devil tclV
of the time so badly hat 1 con ol not pull off or put
«3E«. M4YO, Aceut.
ity, swearing at tin* same time in so dison my bools and slot kings, and in order to pick
up
KOCfc l.AN 1», MK.
trait and unconscious a manner that ho you that you are not a Christian ?” “Yes,
July 18,1871.
lyr.l
thin;' from tin- tl >or, I had to get down on my
an)
sometimes.” “Well, what do you say to
seemed mechanically talking to himself.
knees and then coni 1 not lift live pounds in that
position. I Using tlio University Medicines I was
Whoever has traveled on the west coast him ?” “1 tell him,” replied the boy,
O. NKWIlAl.U,
with something of Luther's spirit, “that
has not tailed to notice the fearful
Newhall & Co., I’finters.
volleys whether
I am a Christian or not, it is none
of oaths which the oxen drivers hurl at
Cor. Kxchnnge x Mul le Sts., opposite Marble 1*. O.
1 >ec. I t,
of his business.”
-do.
i*ort!and,
their teams, hut for
ingenious flights of
I ancy profanity I have never met the
equal
For tl ee years I w: * badly alllicted with Asthma,
o( my host. With the most
A ballad
perfect good
Catarrh, and a fearful •onsumpl ive cough.
-singer in a New Orleans musicnature and unmoved countenance he utter- saloon knocked down the piano accompanist
I was perfectly cun •d with the University Modi*
cines in six weeks, 1-or the past two months I have
ed florid blasphemies, which, I think must with a chair, hut explained to the audience that
been continually exp4v»sed to wet and cold, without
**the
d—d
hound
was out of time.”
have taken .hours to invent.
1 was glad
tin* b ast return'd! s\ uptoms of fhe above diseases.
C A I r. A. CUF.AVKS.
when bedtime came to be relieved of his
!I
1n7U.
Cape Klizabefh, dune
Louis Lepperd, the garroter, goes to Sing
presence, and especially pleased when he
took me to tin* little separate building, in Sing tor robbery. It will he eight years before
I
A Standard Preparation, endorsed by the most reFor fifty years I haw been troubled with Scrofula.
which was a narrow single bed. Next this Leppard changes his spots. [N. Y. Star.
liable Physicians, and its astonishing curative pow- Some fifteen years ag a fearful ulcer broke out on
this building on the left was the cookers attested by thousands who have used it.
my leg. Three months ago it had extended from
It is a sure, quick remedy lor ail disease's of the
the ankle-joint nearly to the knee. I could not move
house and dining room, and upon the
A horse belonging to J. Hale & Co. was re- Urinary Organs existing in male or female. Irritawithout great pain. l|n this condition 1 commenced
right lay his own sleeping apartment. cently killed by fast driving on the road from tion or Inflammation ot Kidneys or Bladder,Crave], taking the University Medicine.
At first if d;ovc out |a fearful humor all over me.
Diabetes, Iteddish Sediment in Urine, Thick, Cloudy
Idrectly across tie* square, ami not luoie hllsworth to Bangor.
In a lew days the huinor began to subside, and the
Urine, Mucous and Involuntary Discharges from
than sixty feet off, was the gate of the
Urethra, Itetention or Incontinence of Urine, ulc is now healed and I leel like a now being.
Chronic ('atarrh of Bladder, and all Chronic Malacorral, which, when moved, creaked on
Kid/A It K I'll Cl I AMBKRKA1N,
\\ hen a «lvilli' westerner was asked whether,
dies of the Urino-Cenital Organs.
'Its Chestnut St.
Cortland, Aug. .’50.
ds rusty hinges in the most dismal manhe would have a minister, the
Kor sal< by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine
response was,
ner.
••Why! what should I want a minister for? 1 everywhere.
lyiy
1 guarantee the ale e certificates to be genuine,
A.s I lay upon my lied 1 could hear never voted a radical ticket in my life:”
and i will forfeit $lot)obo any one that will find them
III LI/tf II11 K I-' .VI .4 TIC I'lLLN,
Kawculi occasionally stamp; the snoring
Otlierw ise.
ol the Chinaman on one side, and the
Persons having doujl its will please address the
.Justly celebrated for tin* cun.* of Rheum tism,
M. C. Andrews, landlord of the Thorndike
low, mumbled conversation of my host FTotel at Rockland, died on Thursday after a Neuralgia, Gout Hint Sick Headache, Also Hill’s 1 :imi'!
It Moody, Agent for Belfast.
reliable
for
the
cure ot Files.
l*ile
Ointment,
equally
and his squaw on the otjier.
I I'clt no in- short illness.
For sale by Wm. O. Four & Son and Richard II.
clination to sleep, but lay there in a half
Moody of Belfast, and all other Druggists at the
small price ol 25 cts., per Box; 5 Boxes for $1.00.
dose, quite conscious, yet withdrawn from
The remains of John McDevitt, the billiard Sample Boxes sent free by
the present.
A
Mill
\f.,
Hm*
1,1, Fronrietor, Fortland, Me
O. A.
HI
player, were found Saturday under the ruins of
I Ik SUBSCRIBER OFFERS
I think it must have been about 11 the Tribune
for sale, the house and lot situated
building. Chicago. When last
on Wadsworth Street in Thoinaston, belonging to
© x « V E !
o’clock when I heard the clatter of a seen he was intoxicated.
heirs of the Into Capt. Joseph Gilchrist. Said lot
couple of horse-men, who galloped up to
WANTED the
coming winter. Hardwood Timber, contains about 27.000 jfoet of land with a large two
Hardwood Plunk, Beech Treenails, .Juniper Timber story house and other buildings situated thereon,
my host's building and sprang to the
A Washington couple tired of married life and
Knees, Spruce Spars, White l ine Masts, Spruce and will be sold low if: pplied tor soon. For terms,
ground, their Spanish spurs ringing on and separated after the second day of the honey- Stage-Plank,
Yellow Ash Lumber, Spruce Poles &e. call on the subscriber.
.J. M. BEVERAGE,
the stone.
I sat up in bed, grasped my moon.
Nov. lb, 1871.
tfS
:jwl(K
e. p. CAKTKIC St t'O.
Thomaston, Aug. ‘it, 1S71.

Orgie.

Ucfo ^krtiscmcnfs.

i my window rustled.

CTJNBXJRANGO.

NewYsrk

University Medicines
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SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,
INSIDELINE

To the Honorable the Justices o f the S. J.
Court, began andholden at Belfast, within
and for the County of Waldo, o;i the third
Tuesday of October, vl. />. 1ST!.
M. FARRIS, of said Belfast, rcsi>ectfully
libels and gives this Honorable Court to be
informed that her maiden name was Leona M. Hall;
that on the tilth day of May, 1H'»5, at Lawrence, in
the State of Massachusetts, she was lawfully married
to Allen C. Farris, then ot said Lawrence, afterwards ol Mottvillc in the State ot New York,

TO

XWO

TKIP!4

PER

WEEK.

KTEAJlEIt

but whose present residence is to your libellant
unknown, that she has had by her said husband one child, to wit: Nellie V. Farris, now three
Capt. ClIAS. DEE RING,
years old; that since her said intermarriage your
libellant has behaved towards her said husband as a
" in leave BCutiroail w liarf. Portland, every
Tuesday and Friday Evenings, at 10 o’clock, or on faithful, chasts and affectionate wife, but that he,
arrival of Express Train from Boston, (commencing the said Allen regardless of his marriage covenant
16th inst.,) for Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedg- and duty, while he and vour libellant were residing
wick, So. West Harbor, (Mt. Desert,) Millbridge, in said MoETvillc, in the month ot January, A. L>.
IS''!), willfully deserted and abandoned your libellant
Jonesportand Machiasport.
Returning will leave Machiasport every Monday without reasonable cause and without intent on the
aud Thursday mornings at .j o'clock, (commencing I part of your libellant to procure a divorce, and bus
15tb imt.,) touching at the above named landings.
I continued such desertion and abandonment to the
The Lewiston will touch at Bar Harbor, (Mt. | present time; that lor more than two years prior t«.
each
from
June
Both
to
Desert,)
trip
September loth j the date It* root your libellant has resided in good
iu addition to her usual lauding at So. West Harbor. * faith in Belfast aforesaid.
\Viii:i:i;i oi:e your libellant prays that <hc may be
For further particulars inquire of ROSS & STL'DI- !
VANT, 179 Comm°rcial Street, Or CYRUS STl DI- j divorced lrom tiic bonds of matrimony between her
and her said husband, and that the custody ot her
VANT, General Agent.
said child may be given and entrusted to her, and as
tt.54
Portland, May, 1871.
in duty bound will ev« pray
LEONA M. KARRIS.
Belfast, Me., Nov. 0, isri.
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FOR
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FRIDAY, April II, tin*
STEAMER

CAMBRIDGE,;
(Jupt. J. 1*. JullSsoN,
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K

STEAMER

Fares and Freight Reduced!
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M
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Btdlast, April 1-1, 1871.
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WEEK,
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ARRANGEMENT.

THE STEAMER

City <>f Richmond j
('apt. IMiN NISON,

i.t ivfs

iwmgor every atomiay, \\. «nu*-<1.1 >• ami
Friday mornings at >> o’clock, touching at a!! tin*
usual 1 Hidings on tin* river and hay, arr n ingat I
t1 and in season to connect with the »'* o’clock Steamboat Express Train, arriving at Poston at to o'clock,

j

THE YEAR OF BATTLES.

1

evening.
Will leave KA1LKOAI) W1IAIIK,
Returning
Portland, same evenings, at If o’clock, or i>n * *ie
arrival of Steamboat Express Train from Poston,
touching as above, arriving at Pangor at about to
same

o’clock next morning.
Connections can he made in Portland with all
Kail road and Steamboat Lines,
(ioing East, sure connections can be made at Peilast with the l’.elfast .Sc Moos« head It. IL, and European & North American Railway at Pangor.

FREIGHT TAKEN AT REDUCED RATES.
FAKE,
Railroad

l'.clta.st

to

Portland

liy Steamer

Meals Served

the

on

ROSS & STUL>1 V AX
Street, Portland.
dune 1, IS?I.

$'J.no. To Poston by
Portland, jf'J.Ja.

Irom

lairo{>ean

T, Agents,

87

WILSON
i>

i \ a is is i k i

\ i: w

I [

S

ITT T I

Sewing Machines.
PRICE,

FORTY-FIVE

.'.

■

RINGBONE AND BONE SPAVIN.

AVOI1I

STEAM-MILL CO.,

j

Real Estate for Sale.

Findings constantly

on

Belfast
NOW

I

I 1M K U) DKPO.SI

I

penny earned.”

a

fort* the l«t of any
(] upintcrriJt every
n,
i-r
ami inter c-t
in.lu
and December,
»

cii

j h
and
mi-

Banking Boom,

1

W. T. COLBURN.

MASS.

Bank

Savings

Deposit- r->• "iv.-d d.tilv at the
Doin', t..
A.M.,and loti’ M
‘.•to VJ A..M.
JOHN H.iH lMBV, Ire;,-. ASA
Bella.-1, July Hi, l.sro.

Bags.

to
informed that she was lawfully married to
Reuben II. Hanson at Palermo in saiu County, or.
tlf Vdth day of \ovembi r, Im»i>, and lias had by'him
two chtldn n.
One id them
now li\ ing, a boy two
years old. That your libellant since their intermarriage, has always behaved hersell as a fait hi ul, chaste
and atfectionate wife towards her said husband.
Yet her husband, Reuben 11. Itanson, wholly regardless ol his marriage covenant and duty, on divers
days and times si nce tluir intermarriage, viz on
the- day of September, IsO'J, committed the
act or crime of adultery with a woman by the name
ol Sarah A. I'aylor, as die believes, as she saw them
on tin l" d together, and on the dth day of December,
lse'.i, said Reuben II. Hanson left the town and took
with him the said Sarah A. Taylor, and has since
resiiled ia parts unknown to your libellant, leaving
your libeliaet without any means l'er her support for
her.-< i: or her child, and has nut ontributea to her
support or the support of her child since, and your
libellant has reason to believe that said Reuben H.
Hanson and Sarah A. I'aylor ire no>v living in
adultrous illations in parts unknown to your libellant, wherefore your libellant j rays that the bonds
ol matrimony between her and the said Reuben H.
Hanson may be dissolved, and that tin custody of
her child may be committed to uer.
Dated at I’alerm.i this nth da\ ol October, I"7 I.
EM km’s i; m. H V NSt >.\.

htrovt,
BOSTON

it

r.
I VT'leoW

III

»

D

(o

■>-

l*r<-p

I \M'osl I s m ..J•
I
month, w,II (•,
mouth, \< r|.t May
computed upon the

Trunks, Valises, and Travelling

Belfast, April :V», 1,*C1.

hlii

«t

A penny saved is

Also

hand.
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from

KAUNCK,Prcrtt.
til

Hf

A GREAT MEDICAL 0
•Dr. WALKER'S CAI.IFOR..

United States Hotel,

VINEGAR

Cor. FULTON AND WATER STS.

Hundreds of Tt.on md

TIiis wit known an«l favorite Hotel * .<
I '' ll renovated, rciuoiiel. il and I'urni •-n m .v :u.-i
elegantly throughout. It is kept on the F.i.r .pe-.m
plan, and has ample nceomodation lor tour h>> min .1
■

WHAT ARE THEV?

The location is more aer■••ssiblc to all parts of New
York ami Brooklyn than any other house in the
city. The Broadway stages pa vs the Hotel every
three minutes besides various lines of street ear \
one of which intersects every other route in New
York.
It being but two blocks from Fulton Ferry, makes
it convenient lor those wishing to visit the '“< 'ity ol
Churches,” as from this Ferry diverge all the principal railroad routes in the city ot Brooklyn.

GEO. N. & H. S. TERRY,
lyr

I,.,i

•iid

Proprietors.

;i

;
Waldo, ns.,
Sup. .lull, ('our,, October T< rm, A. 1>., 1.S71. i
I pon the foregoing Min i, the Court Order, That
notice threof he given t*> the lihellee by publishing

Til I V

an attisted copy thereof and of this urder thereon,
three weeks successively in the lleputdican Journal.a
newspaper printed at.Belt.ist,in said Con lit yof Waldo
tin' last publication t.ib.- thrty days at least before
the in :.t Supreme Judicial Court to be hob’en at
Belfast within and for the County of Waldo, on the
lirst Tuesday ol January next, that he may then and
there appear and answer to sui 1 libel,and show cause
if aii\ we have, why a divorce should not be d« creed
es then in pray* 1 tor.
A m;si -W <i. FllYL, Cllki..
A true copy of the libel and order thereon.
l'.»
AlTF.ST
W. (>. FliYK, CLKUK.

OF

m

DOLLARS.

SIMPLE. DURABLE ADD RELIABLE.
.Morn

Important and 8!**«>ntial Kl«»-

KmSiii<!it‘il in t li a m OlflirattMl
Tlachine a la .1 ii any otlior in Ilia* YVorlil.
Uni'* evrry V arioty of liork. it* M «»•
cliani*iu ii ELnrxcrllml.
Corlilirato of
Warranty fair I’ivo loars f n rniahoil l»v
nirut*.

tlin .11aniifacturrr*

nitli a*aril Machine,
Half Million Dollar*.
Inducements ottered worthy the careful considerution of capitalists.
Send for circular* and sample sowing.
ACJKN l.S WAN I' 1*11 m unoccupied territory.

m-urvil

by

a

1!. J. BELLAMY „v Co., Con.
tiv*»
3m 11

A-t's,

tVadiin;lon Sit.. Hoiton.

<

A I T

■ O

t.

DR. DOW, Physician ami Surgeon, No. 7 Kndicott street, Boston, is consulted daily lor alldi.-easea
incident to the female system. Prolupus Uteri or
Falling of the Womb, Fluer Albus, Suppression,
and other Menstrual Derangements, are all treated
and speedy r« 1.« t
on new pathological prim u>h
guaranteed in a few days. So invariably certain is
the new mode of treatment. that nio*t obstinate
complaints yield under it, and the alllieted person
soon rejoices in perleet health.
Dr. Dow has no doubt had greater experience in
the cure ot diseases ot women than any other physician in Boston.
Boarding accommodation* tor patients who may
wish to stay In Boston a t- w day under his treatment

Dr. Dow, since IMa, having routin'. I liis whole at
tention to an office practice tor ih«- cure of Private
Diseases and Female Complaint*, acknowledges no
superior in the United States.
N. B. All letters must contain one dollar, or
they will not be answered.
Office hours from S A. M. to P. M
Boston, July tia, Js7l.
lyr'i

ANCHOR
.S'aif.

fa

LINE

STEAMERS

rtj \V>nlne&iay A: *»'<tt>n'd>iy./n if- fr>m
Xew

1

orli and

gors.
Tin1 Steamers ot this favorite line are built ex
pressly for the Atlantic Passenger Trade, ami litteil
up in every respect with all the modern improvements calculated to insure the safety, comfort, and
convenience ot passengers.

Passage Putes, P<iyable. in Currency,
Clluigovi. Liverpool A Loinlonilrrrv,

First Caliin:

('aliin l’Hiirn Tickets:

$05 and $75 according 81.10. seem ing 1»(M acto Location.
eominodations.
8HO- AVeerm/e,.$2S.
Intenncrfiole,
Parties sending for their friends in the Old Country can purchase tickets at reduced rates. For turther particulars apply to II F.N OFKSON BUO’S., 7
Howling (Jreen, N. V., or COX & KILI.I), Insurance
.{mil*
Agents, Belfast, Maine.

German

''

(IKEATEST INTERNAL AND KVIF.RRemedy ever used l«»r the Cun* of Cold,
Cough, Toothache, Headache, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Contracted Cords, Mucles and Tendons, Sprains.
Frost Kites and Chilblains, Cuts, Bruises, Burns ami
Scalds, l’leurisj, Pains in the Side, Breast or Back,
Cholera and Cholera Morbus, Cramp or Colic Pains,
L>iarrhu*:i, Dysentery, also inflammation of the Kidneys. Liver Complaints and Palpitation ot tin* Heart,
Impurities of the Blood and Ringworm, Bites of
Insects, Reptiles or Dogs.
The above medicine is compounded on the most
scientific principles, combining powerful remedies
found in tio other Liuimcut. For I nlernal and External diseases, none ever equalled it. It at once
stops all pain, producing a healthful tone to tin*
whole system,
it penetrates rapidly, acts directly
on the absorbents, equalizes the circulation
anil
coriects any and all derangements of the nervo-vilal
lluids.
The above medicine lias been put to the severest
test sever met with, and has proved to be more than
represented. It is recommended by all who use it.
Prepared only by C. A. MASON, No. 22 Church
St., Belfast, Me., to whom all orders should be addres.-ed and will receive prompt attention.
4tf

DOLLAR REWARD SOAP
Washes

without rubbing; Removes Pitch, Tar,
Paint, Grease, Sweat and Leather Stains, &c.;
Washes with Hot or Cold, Hard, Soft, or Salt Water;
Saves l.abor, Time,
Fuel, Clothes, and Money.
Clothes washed with it. wear twice as Ion# as if
washed with common soap. One pound of it will
wash from ten to fifteen dozen pieces of ordinary
family washing. It washes the finest lace without
injury, and renders all a-tides us dear and bright as

>i

I-II

hi

■

■

..

.0
I.tli-

For FiirilVinu' the Flood.
A

positive cun- for Dyspepsia, Onslipatinn.
Iuiiip'stion, Lliiiou? Coi:i|>laints, and all
! >hen-» hi. v inp th> ir <>! i^in in .m
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Use ii to cleanse your Marble

gives a better appearance. It makes Tin Ware shine
like new, and has no equal in cleansing glass or china.
Dissolved in. boiling water, it makes the best and
cheapest Soft Soap in the world.
(TVARLES E. 111001)1' & CO., RonIoii.
SOLE AH ENTS FOR NEW ENGLAND.
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TWENTY YEARS

engaged In treatment of Special Diseases, a fact so
we are known to many Citizens, Publishers, Merchants, Hotel Proprietors, &c., that he is much recommended, and particularly to

,i < > 11

rooii,

\

■

Marl,

CORONER!

DR. DIX

UKU-WST. Maine.

to Professors and respectable Physicians -many of whom consult him in critical cases,
because of his acknowledged skill ami reputation,
attained through so long experience, practice, and
observation.

proudly refers

and character

ol

which never existed in any part ot the world ; othexhibit Diplomas of the Dead, how obtained,
unknown; not only assuming and advertising in
names of those inserted in the diplomas, but to iurt icr their imposition issutne names of the celebrated physicians long since dead. Nei ther be deceived by

ers

QU AC K NOS TKU M M A K ERS,
through false certificates and references,and recommendations of their medicines by the dead, who
cannot expose or contradict them; or who, besides,
to further their impositions, copy from medical
books, much that is written of the qualities and el
fects ot dill event, herbs and plants, and ascribe all
the same to their Tills, Extracts, Specifics, Ac.,
most ot which, if not all, contain Mercury, because
of the ancient belief of its 'curing everything,''
kill more than is cured,” and
but now known to
those not killed, constitutionally injured tor life.
IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS AND
•*

NOSTRUM MAKERS.

Through the ignorance of the Quack Doctor,
knowing no other remedy, lu* relies upon MicurruY,
and gives it to all his patients, in Tills, Drops, Ac.,
so the Nostrum-maker, equally ignorant, adds to
liis so-called Extracts,Specifics, Antidote, Ac., both
relying upon its effects in curing a few in a hundred,
it is trumpeted in various ways throughout the land;
but, alas 1 nothing is said of the balance, some of
whom die, others grow worse and are left to linger

and sutler for months or years, until relieved
cured, if possible, by competent physicians.

or

QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT.
Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are known to
some quack doctors and nostrum-makers, yet, regardless ol the life and health ot others, there are
those among them who even perjure themselves,
contradicting giving mercury to their patients, or
that it is contained in their nostrums, so that the
usual fee” may be obtained for professedly curing,
or
the dollar,” or fraction of it,” may be obtainHUT ALL

be the disease.condition or situation ot anyone,
married or single.
Medicines sent by Mail and Express to all parts of
the United States.
All letters requiring advice must eoutain one dollar to insure an answer.
Address Du. L. Dix, No. -M Kndicott Stre.et, Boston, Mass.
Boston, ,lan. 1, 1871 1 yr.
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QUACKS,

Special Diseases, and less to their cure. Some exhibit forged Diplomas of Institutions or Colleges,

'; 11■ 11>

HARDWARF STORF,

STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
To avoid and escape imposition of foreign ami native quacks, more numerous in Boston than in other

AFFLICTED AND I N FORTHNATE,
be not robbed and add to your sufferings in being
deceived by the lying boasts, misrepresentations,
false promises, and pretentions of

I
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boldly assorts, (and it cannot be contradicted, except by quacks, who will say or do anything, even
perjure themselves, to impose upon patients, that

of

do-■all

in
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ft

OFFICE,

liisstou, Tlu%«
is so arranged that patients never see or hoar each
other. Recollect, the only entrance to his office!*
So. £1, having no connection with his residence,
consequently no family interruption, so that on no
account can any person hesitate applying at his
office.
DR. DIX
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PRIVATE MEDICAL
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SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial Affections, Eruptions and all diseases ot
the Skin; fleers of the Nose, Throat and Body,
Pimples on the Face; Swelling of the Joints; Nervousness; Constitutional ami other Weaknesses in
youth and the more advanced, at all ages, of
no i n sexes, sinoi.e ok married.
EUlt.

I

n

Their etlects and consequences ;
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SI1 CATIONS.

charges are very moderate. Communications sacredly confidential, and a.I may rely on him with
the strictest secrecy and confidence, whatever may

MMP!
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Si■

|
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Ornameuts, Mantles, Door-steps, &c., and Crick
Walks and Alleys. Use it with scouring-briek in
cleansing iron or steel; it saves half the labor, and

It

beyond
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on;

5.*.00
75.00

ed for the nostrum. It is thus that many are deceived, also, and spend large amounts for experiments with quackery.
DR. DIX’S
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Sup. Jud. ('< urt, October Term, lsTT. i
And now on suggestion to the Court that the
deleiutant at the tinn ot the service ot the writ was
not an inhabitant ot this State, and had no tenant,
agent or attorney within the sann that his goods or
estate have been attach* d in this action, that he lias
had no notice ot said suit and attachment, it is ordered, That notice of the pendency ot this suit be
given to said delen hint by publishing an attested
copy of plaintilPs wr t, with this order thereon, three
weeks successively in tin- Ucpublic.au Journal, a
m wspapcr printed a
Belfast, in the County ot Waldo, the last publication to be not less than thirty
days before the next term ot this Court, to be holdeu at Belfast within and lor the
C'ouutyot Waldo on
the lirst Tuesday ot January lsrvf, that said defendant may then and t lcre appear and answer to said
suit if shall see caus*
Art* -t W c. Fun:, Clerk.
A true copy of wri. ami order thereon,
Attest W. C. Ki;\ t:. Clerk.
W

'I M

v.

it

I:«.--t..if.,

lars, which shall then and there be made to appear
with other due d tmug *s.
An I have you there this
writ \\i:h your doings then in,
NV ilue--.lt • N AS Cl.' MIN'., Kvj., at Bangor. the
1 weiiiy fourth day ot duly, m the year ot our Lord
One I hou'iind Eight Hundred and Seventy-one.
C. Bkkti, Clerk.
Waldo, ss.

/

\i

«*4.i

! t

PFN< >BSC< >T, S. s. To the SheritlVof our respective Counties or either ol their Deputies,
(iUKKTIND
W K command you to att.o h the goods or e-tale ot
ALBION K. llASKKLI.ot Pri tte Con, in the British Province ol N ova Scotia, yeoman, ro the value ol
On** Hundred and Sixty Dollars; and summon the
said defendant ;it he may be found within your pro
scinct, to appear before our Justices of our >upromt Judicial Court, next to be liolden at Belfast,
within and for the County of Waldo, on the third.
Tuesday ol October next, ’lien and tie iv in our sai.i
Court to answer unto 11 ASK Kl.L W. HAKDY.ot
Winferport, in our Coun'yot Waldo, yeoman, in a
plea of the case lor that the said defendant at said
liellast.ou the day of lie purchase of this writ, being imh oud to the plaintilf in the sum of Lightytwo Dollars according to the account annexed, then
and there in consideration thereof, promised the
piaintiilTo pay him that sum on demand.
ACCOll l!
HU lit. Xftl.;
July It, l.*0», To paid freight of horse from

Boston,
July II, bsro, To paid Amos Ciroiii’s P.ill
keeping him,
July 11, InTo, To paid keeping horse 1 year,

\ U!

i- A M C Y

Yet though often r> it:t -ted, tin- .-aid defendant li is
not |iai>i -aid sum nor my pirt thereof, but ueghcts
I refuses <o to do, to t In damage ol said plaintiff
as In
says tlie sum ot One Hundred and Sixty Hol-
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of

POTTER, General Agents,

130

llijli Street,

Sole & Upper Leather,
Calf Skins, Splits, Lasts,

And all kind

i.au, I NCI. I PIN!.; 1NHALKR.

,*■

WEEKS &

an

>

_

I CITY BLOCK,

-land,

whore may be fouinl a very large and well selecied
4took of the above articles, embracing about every
variety and style in the Market. He iuvif. s his old
customers and all -*tlu rs in want of anything iu fa
Sll«>K line to give him a cull before i.'ireha in:.'
A good stock ol

'/'</ the U'Oi. Justices <>f the S.
net next
in Ik- fmlrfru ill llr!fa St u'ithin and
f>rlhi I
< '<ainlii ni' I\*id<ln, -at the third
I'nesday or'
Oe(n/,e,\ in7I.
AM I.I.INC M. II ANSON of Palermo, in said
'J County of Waldo, wife of Reuben li. Hanson,
respectfully libels amt gives the Honorable Court

STATE

1

■

Xu.

there appear and answer to said libel and’ 'how cause
it any he have, why a divorce should not be d> ereed,
as therein prayed (or.
AttKs r W. (i. FR V K, C i.: i: k
A true copy ol libel and Order thereon.
Id
A’l'TKST—W. O. FRYE. Cl.KUK.

Commercial

<

fit M
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prick,
The subscriber i3 still at the old

WAI.I'O, ss.,
Sup. Jud. Court, Oct 1 t‘rm, Is. i. \
l pen the foregoiug libel, < >rdered, That notice tie
giveu to tlie libellee by publishing an attested copy
thereof, and of this order thereon, three week-;
successively iu the Republican Journal, the last
publication to be thirty days at least before the
next term of this Court, to be holdeu at lU-ltast,
within and (or the County ol Waldo, on the lir-t
Tuesday of January next, that he may then and

I’iau.
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th‘* vapor from tin Br.im y> ry eel! or alveole ot the
lungs, and every bronchial tube, la reached; tin
lungs are expan 1. .1. m tin- in- ,!ii g qualities of tinweed are brought into direct
upon the dieased organa.
The weed from which this Haim i* made was din
cov1 Ted by a well kuown professional g. uil mau of
Host oil, upon t lie prairies in the grrut v.tliev ot the
MD-i-sippi, through the instinct of hor-n afflicted
with the heave*, and i< therefore strictly a rn-it
Natural K'lnnh. He cured himself of consumption
when pronoinie. i| ineurable by the best physicians
iu Boston, and now, after fifteen years of nearly uninterrupted health, c mfidently recommends it to the
ntiblie. When"-- i hi eoimcetion with the Prairie
Weed Balsam, ii lias proved itself nu unfailing rem
ed\ for all c-msumpt :ve difficulties. Send tor t'ii

•,

..

1

j
j

/■•■>/: I sum. a nos.
Hi-' milled 11» ir-'atiiiff Diseases of ihe Lung*,
Asthma, i.:iT.irr;. uni a., tubercular affections, by
Inhalation, i' an acku-v,. ig* .1 success. 15y inhaling

Roots, Shoes, Rubbers <fcc.

be

Will leave Belfast for Boston, every MONDAY
W FDNKSDAY and FKID Y V, at J o’clock, I*. M.
KF 1 l' UN I NO Will h ave Boston cvcry Mi »N I).A \
YYKDNKSDAY and FRIDAY, at 5 o'clock, t*. M.

m*

1

WEED

BALM,

to.
laniicatt Si., iSottou,
All letters requiring advice must contain one dollar to insure an answer.
I....
lu'l
1 187!—I
Boston, Jan.
yr.

ATAHDIN, ]
Capt. H. S. RICH,
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O THE LADIES.—The celebrated Dll. I„ in x
particularly invites all Ladies who need a Med
icnl or Surgical adviser to call at his Rooms, 21 I
Endicott St., Boston, Mass., which they will find
arranged for their special accommodation.
DR.DIX having devoted over twenty years to
this particnlar branch of the treatment of all dis
eases peculiar to females, is ndw conceded by all,
(both in this country and Europe,) that he excels
all other known practieioners in the safe, speedy
and effectual treatment of all female complaints.
His medicines are prepared with the express purpose of removing all diseases, such as debility,
weakness, unnatural suppressions, enlargement of
the womb, also discharges which flow from :: morbid state of the blood-. The Doctor is now fully
prepared to treat in his peculiar style, both medically and surgically, all diseases of the female sex,
and they are respectfully invited to call at

IT4'9I!
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TETTER
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Kiysipelas, Scald 11 ••ad. Ringworm- I !c.r> 1‘unrSuit Rlieuin, Chillhlains, Scald.-. Pimpl. s, I'.i.d. In
Frosted l.imbs, 1 ntlamel 1-D. s, P.i. r-, and all P.rup-
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horses.
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Money Refunded.
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by all Druggists and country stores.
F. It. MIKSKKt.l., Proprietor, Itangor, M<\
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INSTITUTE

SHU I IFRS.
«mi

PLACE, BOSTON, MASS.
in establishing this Institution
was to attain the greatest, perfection in the
preparation, practise and use of Vegetable
ili-medies, and to secure a permanent place
where Families, Invalids, or an) person couM
obtain the best m. dieul :id\ioe, and such remedies ns each might require, without the use
TEMPLE

1*1 ii*;;

s.
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Hoard, Clapboard, ami Kina* l'lanin", Siuvinii ami
«Iol» Work of all kinds dom* with dispatch.
tun t. n i x <;,
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poisonous drug.--.

of

Greene has been Physician of the Insti
since its foundation, now more than
twenty-five years. Few men have had so
large experience in the tr atme it t chronic
diseases. Dr. Greene is in I
tifty-titth year
and has deviated hi-* lite t tiiis branch ot his
ucce- s, we believe is with
his
and
profession,
1 >r.
tine

out

parallel.

Among the diseases to which ho gives

This well-known remedy does not dry up a Cough, and
leave the cause behind, as is the case with most preparations; but it loosens and cleanses the lungs, and allays
Irritation, thus removing the cause of the complaint.
SF.TH W. FOWLK ,t SON, 1’roprietors, Boston. Sold
by druggists und dealers in medicines generally

es-

attention may be noticed Cancer, Scrofula, Catarrh, bronchitis. Consumption, Heart
Disease, Neuralgia, Asthma, Nervousness,
Rheumatism, Paralysi Spinal Diseases, Dyspepsia, Liver Complaint, Female Complaints,
Faint Stomach, Erysipelas, White Swelling,
Salt Itln-um, Canker, Deafness, Kidney Dia
eases. Seminal Weakness, &c.
Dr. Greene’s Medical Pamphlet, descriptive of diseases and their proper treatment, will
be sent free to invalids.
Address, R. GREENE, M. D.,
IM Temple Place, Bostou Mas*

pecial

\ ii

